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A lost friend: Niki Merritt, |enna Anderson and Amy
Aylsworth hold a picture of Lindsey McBride.
Student loses cystic fibrosis fight
By Alan Ingram
GVL News Editor
Throughout more than 19 
years of life, Grand Valley 
State University sophomore 
Lindsay McBride fought her 
battle with cystic fibrosis 
with an energetic lifestyle and 
a smile on her face. She died 
March 9.
McBride, who was 
diagnosed with the disease at 
birth, had a severe case of the 
disease from the start. Cystic 
fibrosis can have different 
degrees of severity, 
McBride’s mother, Sharon, 
said.
Cystic fibrosis is a disease 
where the body produces 
“thick, sticky mucus that 
clogs the lungs and leads to 
life-threatening lung
infections,” according to the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 
Web site.
Many people could not tell 
that she had the disease, since 
one of the only visible signs 
of it is 
coughing.
People with 
cystic fibrosis 
cough
frequently to 
get rid of the 
excess mucus 
in their
system.
Sharon said 
Lindsay 
wanted people 
to get to know 
her first before 
they found out she had the 
disease. While cystic fibrosis 
is not contagious, she added 
that people with the disease 
constantly battle infections
and must be careful about 
what they are exposed to.
Throughout the treatments 
and hospital visits, her friends 
never left her side, often 
traveling to 
University 
Hospitals of 
Cleveland in 
Ohio to spend 
time with her.
Lindsay 
went to
Cleveland at 
least twice a 
year for 
treatment. 
Visits usually 
lasted about 
two weeks, 
followed by additional 
treatments done at home for 
about four to six more weeks.
She always had an upbeat 
and positive attitude, her
friends said. She had a smile 
on her face nearly all the time 
and was always there to help 
them if they needed it.
Friend Amy Aylsworth went 
to high school with Lindsay 
and currently goes to Western 
Michigan University.
“She was definitely a go- 
getter,” Aylsworth said and 
added that Lindsay made an 
effort to be a good friend. 
“It’s easy to be a good friend 
to someone who’s a good 
friend to you,” she said.
Sharon said Lindsay was 
always happy, even though 
most days she did not feel 
well.
“Lindsay was the kind of 
person that you never heard 
complain, you never would 
have heard her cry, she never
SEE MCBRIDE, A2
“It’s easy to be a good 
friend to someone who’s 
a good friend to you.”
AMY AYLSWORTH
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
UNIVERSITY FRIEND
Senate
voting
begins
By Alan Ingram
GVL New* Editor
Grand Valley State 
University students can vote 
for next year’s student 
senators and two ballot 
initiatives beginning today.
Voting began at midnight 
and will run through 5 p.m. 
next Wednesday, said Allison 
Reynolds, vice president of 
the Student Senate 
Educational Affairs
Committee and co-chair of 
the Senate Election 
Commission.
In addition to individual 
senators being elected, two 
ballot proposals will be voted 
on.
Proposal 1 will “Create an 
online forum for students to 
buy and sell used textbooks 
with one another. This 
campus-wide posting board 
would be facilitated through 
the Student Senate Web site 
and serve [as] an alternative 
place for obtaining 
textbooks.” according to the 
Senate Web site.
Proposal 2 will “Change 
the format of election of the 
student body president from 
one of internal election by the 
Student Senate to direct 
election by the student body.” 
also according to the site.
“Students gain power by 
voting in an election,” 
Reynolds said.
The Senate runs many 
things on campus. Reynolds 
said, and added that the 
university could not function 
without them.
While the maximum 
number of students that can 
serve on Senate is 50, only 44 
can be elected in this 
election. The remaining spots 
are reserved for incoming 
freshmen, new graduate 
students and transfer 
students.
There are 40 students on 
the ballot, but write-in 
candidates can also be 
elected.
As opposed to previous 
years, students are 
automatically registered to 
vote with their BlackBoard 
login information, instead of 
having to go through a
SEE SENATE, A2
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Jane Doe:
The story of one GVSU 
student who is a victim 
of identity theft
_____________________________________________________________________)
CVL Illustration I Sara j. Cross & Christine Parkes-Schaw
By Alan Ingram
GVL News Editor
It’s October, and many 
Grand Valley State University 
students are just getting into 
the swing of things for the 
semester. Junior Robin Smith 
was one of them and was 
working toward her degree in 
English with an emphasis in 
elementary education when 
the unthinkable happened.
The first phone call came 
from Nextel. Then the 
creditors started calling and 
telling her she owed them 
money. The truth was that she 
had never made the purchases 
the companies told her she 
did.
Smith is a victim of identity 
theft. As of February, Smith 
said creditors say she owes 
them $5,705.
“Honestly, it’s been hell,” 
Smith said.
Juanita Larez Taylor of 
Clinton Township, Mich, was 
t arraigned on March 21 and 
was charged with a financial 
transaction device, according 
to a 58th District Court
document. Assistant Director 
of Public Saftey Brandon 
DeHaan explained that a 
financial transaction device 
can include stealing/retaining 
without consent. It is a felony 
that carries a maximum of 
four years and/or $5,000 fine 
if convicted.
Taylor was held on $5,000 
bond, which was posted on 
Friday.
DeHaan said 
Smith filed ai 
report for
identity theft in 
January. DPS 
investigated 
and was able to 
get enough j 
information to! 
develop a i 
suspect and file | 
for a felony | 
warrant.
DPS
discovered a common theme 
of where the merchandise was 
sent and uncovered the 
Clinton Township address.
“What we did is we followed 
the paper trail,” DeHaan said.
DPS and the Clinton 
Township Police Department
“Honestly, it’s been 
hell.”
ROBIN SMITH
JUNIOR
GVSU STUDENT
executed the search and arrest 
warrant on March 18. They 
were trying to get credit cards, 
receipts or other information 
relating to the charges.
They ended up uncovering 
48 items that were still in their 
original shipping containers 
including digital TVs, DVD 
home theaters, statues and a 
three-piece sectional.
Taylor was arrested and 
lodged at
| Ottawa County 
Jail.
The
investigation 
also uncovered 
that some of the 
merchandise 
was purchased 
under other
victims’ names. 
So far, eight 
victims, 
including 
been identified, 
have only been
Smith, have 
but charges 
filed for Smith.
Taylor’s attorney, Thomas 
Smith, was contacted for 
comment, but he was unable 
to reach his client for one 
before press time.
“Currently, DPS is working 
with Clinton Township and 
other police jurisdictions in 
the southeast side of Michigan 
to. identify additional victims 
and is anticipating that 
additional charges will be 
brought against the suspect,” 
DeHaan said.
In all, the amount of goods 
under investigation exceeds 
about $20,000, DeHaan said. 
It took four pick-up trucks and 
four full-sized vans to move 
the confiscated items to a 
storage facility, he added.
“She went on a shopping 
spree,” DeHaan said.
Smith said she has never met 
Taylor before and has no idea 
how Taylor got all her 
information since Smith is 
originally from Grand Rapids 
and not the east side of the 
state.
DPS has determined, 
however, that there are no 
other GVSU victims.
“Sometimes it’s difficult to 
determine the origin of how 
these names were obtained,” 
DeHaan said. “We may never
SEE THEFT, A2
Bake sale battle continues
By Jenna Carlesso
GVL Staff Writer
After a number of complaints 
lodged on campus, the College 
Republicans are under review 
for their bake sale last week.
In addition to the controversy 
generated by the sale, four 
official complaints have been 
filed with the Office of Student 
Life at Grand Valley State 
University. The complaints 
regarded the violation of 
discrimination policies if the 
university.
“I am very concerned about 
their actions within the Grand 
Valley campus community,” 
said Bob Stoll, director of 
Student Life at GVSU.
On March 21. the College 
Republicans reserved space in 
the Kirkhof center, holding a 
bake sale in which they sold 
cupcakes to students at different 
prices based upon race and 
gender.
“A misconduct review process
I
has begun with this 
organization,” Stoll said.
This process began with a 
meeting of the nine members 
from the Student Organizational 
Review Board. After 
information is discussed and 
reviewed, the board will 
determine if rules were violated 
and make a recommendation 
based on that decision.
“Whenever we have 
something that’s going through 
the review process, it’s my hope 
that we can move through it as 
quickly as we can,” said Bart 
Merkel. Dean of Student 
Services.
Merkel said the process could 
take as long as a week or two.
“The allegations are that [the 
College Republicans] violated 
the Student Code Section 
100.01, Discrimination,” Stoll 
said.
The code states that every 
aspect of university life should 
be free from discrimination, 
specifically including color,
national origin, race and 
sex/gender.
If a violation is found, the 
Republicans may face 
consequences.
“Depending on the case and 
what happens there may be 
anything from a temporary 
restriction of activities to 
suspension for a period of 
time.” said Michelle Burke, 
associate director of Student 
Life at Grand Valley. “An 
organization has to be in good 
standing to receive funding. If 
they are found in violation, a 
group can lose access to their 
funds for a time period.”
Should the Republicans be 
charged with violation, they will 
have an opportunity to appeal.
Kyle Rausch, president of the 
College Republicans, said he 
feels the university is being 
hypocritical.
“We are merely reflecting the 
same policies they employ,”
SEE BAKE SALE, A2 
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The debate continue*: \ student talks with Matthew Blondke and Kyle Rausch 
during the affirmative « tmn bake sale put on last week in Kirkhof by the College 
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continued from page AI
was upset or mad," longtime 
friend and GVSU student Niki 
Merritt said. “She was just 
always real happy. 
Everyone should strive to be 
like Lindsay."
Lindsay was a motivated 
and determined person who 
did not procrastinate, her 
mother said. She added that 
Lindsay never let her illness 
become an obstacle.
Her friends said she lived by 
the expression. "Happiness is 
95 percent your perception 
and 5 percent reality."
"Having CF also formed her 
as a person,” Sharon said.
Throughout her time at 
Greenville High School, 
Lindsay performed in many 
school stage productions 
including “Bye, Bye Birdie.” 
"The Wizard of Oz" and 
“You’re a Good Man Charlie 
Brown.” She also performed 
in the Hans Christian 
Anderson Theater. The Flat 
River Community Theater and 
The Grand Rapids Civic 
Theater.
Friend and roommate Jenna 
Anderson made the last trip 
with her to Cleveland before 
spring break. Anderson was 
about to leave for California 
for a trip with Campus 
Ministry and promised 
Lindsay that she would tell
her all about it when she got 
back.
Anderson got the news 
during her trip that Lindsay 
was not doing well. Later in 
the trip, she learned that it was 
just a matter of time until she 
died. Twenty minutes later, 
she was packing up and on her 
way back to Cleveland. She 
arrived just hours before 
Lindsay died.
"She fought right until the 
end,” Sharon said.
Lindsay is survived by her 
parents Jim and Sharon, her 
older brother Jay and her 
younger brother Drew.
"I feel so lucky that she was 
such a huge part of my life,” 
Merritt said.
SENATE
continued from page A1
separate registration process. 
Reynolds said.
“The ballot initiatives are 
something that's really important," 
Reynolds said. "This is students 
having the democratic power, and 
they get to decide if they want to do 
it. We’ll do it if they say, ‘yes,’ we 
won’t do it if they say, ‘no’ ”
Senate officers for next year will 
be elected at the April 21 meeting, 
and next year’s general assembly 
of senators will elect them in gavel 
order.
Students can vote on the Student 
Life voting site, which can be 
reached by going to die Student 
Senate Web site at 
www.gvsu.edu/studentsenate.
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THEFT
continued from page A1
get the answer to that 
question."
Smith said she has good 
days and bad days. While the 
number of collection agencies 
calling her has decreased, she 
still gets them from time to 
time.
"They don’t listen to you,” 
Smith said. “They call my 
house, they call my cell 
phone. I don’t live at home so 
they’re bothering my family.”
It is “horrible” to know that 
someone has all her personal 
information. Smith said. She 
added that Taylor has even 
called her house and talked to 
her mom.
Smith said she has to 
document everything that she 
does and has kept alerts on her 
credit line.
BAKE SALE
continued from page A1
Rausch said. "To say there is 
no discrimination at this 
school is a lie.”
A number of students and 
staff were upset by the bake 
sale.
"The information presented 
by the bake sale was 
misleading at best,” said 
Marlene Kowalski-Braun, 
Women’s Center director at 
GVSU. “To suggest that
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She added that it has been 
hard to focus on school, and 
she has missed classes, work 
and sleep because she has 
been on the phone with 
creditors. It is often hard to 
deal with, she said.
"Obviously, it’s been a huge 
stressor, and it’s something 
that I think about,” Smith said. 
"You’re always watching your 
back. ... Everytime my phone 
rings and it’s an unknown 
number I have to wonder, ‘Is it 
going to be a new credit 
company? Is it going to 
be the collection agency?’ ... 
This has been a shock every 
step of the way.”
DeHaan said identity theft is 
one of the fastest growing 
crimes in the nation.
While this is not the first 
time someone from GVSU has 
been a victim of identity theft. 
DeHaan said in those cases,
they were able to link the 
suspect and the victim early 
on in the investigation. In this 
case, however, the suspect has 
no ties to the university, he 
added.
The DPS Web site contains 
information for students on 
what to do if their driver’s 
license or other personal 
information is stolen, DeHaan 
said. There is also information 
on how students can protect 
themselves against identity 
theft. Interested students can 
find the information under the 
“Identity Theft” link at 
www.gvsu.edu/publicsafety.
DPS is continuing to 
investigate and work with 
Smith, DeHaan said.
"Our goal, as is for any 
victim of an larceny and/or 
fraudulent behavior is to make 
the victim whole by obtaining 
restitution,” DeHaan said.
minorities enjoy economic 
power and privilege, or that 
taking measures to improve 
the status of minority groups 
is no longer necessary, is 
grossly inaccurate.”
These bake sales have been 
organized by various 
campuses around the country.
"Students everywhere have 
responded with similar 
concern and outrage,” 
Kowalski-Braun said. “The 
reaction to the bake sale, and 
the divisiveness that it would 
cause, cannot be a surprise to 
the organizers of this event.”
Other on-campus
organizations had similar 
reactions.
"I think they went out of 
their way to be offensive,” 
said Greg Paulsen, junior and 
executive director of the 
College Democrats at GVSU. 
“That’s not responsible or [an 
example] of leadership — 
that’s attention getting.”
Paulsen said he feels there 
are more important things 
going on in the world to worry 
about.
"There’s always going to be 
somebody saying something 
you don’t want or that hurts 
you,” he said. "We have 
serious issues of affirmative 
action, not to be confused with 
the ridiculous people who 
staged this thing.”
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Nation
from AP news wire
Annan refuses to quit 
u.N. over report
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - 
Investigators probing the U.N 
oil-for-food program said 
Tuesday that Secretary-General 
Kofi Annan didn’t interfere in the 
awarding of a contract to a 
company that employed his son. 
but their report criticized the U.N. 
chief for not properly 
investigating possible conflicts of 
interest. Asked if he was planning 
to step down. Annan replied with 
a rare use of profanity, saying 
“Hell, no" and added that the 
report found he committed no 
wrongdoing.
Superstar lawyer
Cochran dies
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Johnnie L. Cochran Jr., who 
became a legal superstar after 
helping clear O.J. Simpson during 
a sensational murder trial in 
which he uttered the famous 
quote “If it doesn’t fit. you must 
acquit." died Tuesday. He was 67. 
Cochran died of an inoperable 
brain tumor at his home m Los 
Angeles, his family said.
Cochran, who was diagnosed with 
the tumor in December 2003. was 
surrounded by his wife. Dale, and 
two sisters when he died.
Court to weigh Schiavo 
emergency motion
PINELLAS PARK. Fla (AP)
A federal appeals court agreed to 
consider an emergency bid by 
Terri Schiavo's parents for a new 
hearing on whether to reconnect 
her feeding tube, raising their 
fading hopes of keeping the 
severely brain damaged woman 
alive. In its older late Tuesday, 
the I Ith U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals didn’t say when it would 
decide whether to grant the 
hearing. It was not clear what 
effect reconnecting Terri 
Schiavo’s feeding tube would 
have on her. as she approached 
her 13th day without 
nourishment. As of early 
Wednesday afternoon, no further 
word had come from the appeals 
court.
Indonesia quake death 
toll reaches 1.000
GUNUNC. SITOLI. Indonesia 
(AP) — Firefighters freed a man 
trapped in a crumpled house on 
remote Nias island on Wednesday. 
36 hours after he was buried in 
rubble. As the first foreign military 
help arrived, officials said an 
estimated l .IKK) people had died in 
the region’s latest large earthquake. 
Residents sw armed over collapsed 
buildings in Nias island’s main 
town of Gunung Sitoli. searching 
frantically for survivors of the 
country’s second catastrophe in 
three months, after December's 
massive quake and tsunami.
Iraq lawmakers fail to 
agree on Speaker
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - In a 
chaotic session marred by 
shouting, finger-pointing and 
walkouts by Iraq’s top leaders, 
the new parliament failed 
Tuesday to choose a speaker — 
an impasse that brought tensions 
to the surface and raised concerns 
about a government that still isn’t 
in place two months after 
landmark elections. Some 
politicians argued that the delay 
could force a six-month extension 
to the Aug. 15 deadline for 
drafting a permanent constitution 
— a vital step in organizing the 
next round of elections.
Pope gaffing nutrition 
from tube In nose
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope 
John Paul II is getting nutrition 
from a tube in his nose, the 
Vatican said Wednesday, shortly 
after the frail pontiff appeared at 
his window in St. Peter’s Square 
and managed only a rasp when he 
tried to speak. Vatican spokesman 
Joaquin Navarro-Vails said the 
step was taken to “improve the 
pope’s calorie intake" and so he 
can recover his strength It was 
unclear when the tube was 
inserted but it was not visible 
when John Paul made his 
appearance.
Court issuos ago 
discrimination ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Supreme Court made it easier 
Wednesday for any worker over 
40 to allege age discrimination, 
ruling that employers can be held 
liable even if they never intended 
any harm. About 75 million 
people _ roughly half the nation s 
work force _ are covered by the 
decision. However, the ruling 
makes it clear that older workers 
will have a high threshold to 
prove their claims.
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IRO brings alumnus to speak
By Mandy Aijt:n
GVL Staff Writer
The International Relations 
Organization will bring in a 
speaker from Albania today. Hrion 
Veliaj, will present his ctunpaign. 
Enough! in the Ctxik DeWitt 
Center from 2-4 p.m.
Erion’s nationwide citizen 
campaign. Enough!, the English 
translation of Mjaft!, is a 
comprehensive effort to reverse the 
corruption and poverty that blight 
Albania, his native country. It also 
aims to raise public awareness of 
Albania’s many dire social 
problems, according to the 
Enough! Web site.
Emily Sorrell, secretary of the
IRO said Veliaj will focus on the 
objective geared toward widening 
the gap in irresponsive politics and 
political corruption during his 
presentation because of the 
approaching political election in 
Albania.
The Organization for Security 
mid Cooperation in Europe stated 
that when it was launched in March 
of 2003. Enough!. a 
nongovernmental organization, 
was expected to be the largest 
awareness-raising and advocacy 
campaign ever held in Albania.
The Enough! Web site. 
http://www.mjaft.org, stated that 
"bribery, political corruption, lies, 
cheating and stealing have no place 
m Albania's government ” It also 
notes that citizens should be the
ones to put pressure on public 
officials to represent them in 
political offices, not the other way 
around.
Another goal of llie movement 
was to improve Albania's image 
abroad mid to show that the country 
has a dynamic civil society 
working for change.
Iliere is a link on the Enough! 
Web site that guides volunteers 
through a registration process. The 
Web site describes the expectations 
of volunteers saying “Volunteers 
are needed to help out with 
everything from the distribution of 
flyers, stickers and sugar packets to 
organizing new events and 
organizing trainings."
Veliaj, the campaign director of 
Enough!, is a 2002 Grand Valley
State University graduate and 
holds a degree in political science 
and international relations.
He has been associated with 
many international organizations 
including the United Nations, the 
U.S. State Department, the Council 
of Europe, the Open Society 
Institute. Van Andel Global Trade 
Center. International Aid Inc. and 
many others.
He serves on the board of 
directors for Global Youth Connect 
and has also participated in several 
humanitarian. relief,
democratization and civil-society­
building organizations in the 
Balkans, Central and Latin 
America, and Africa.
He has traveled to over 60 
countries and is fluent in at least
four languages.
Erion was also put in the U.S. 
Congressional Record for his 
service in peace-making proposals 
in the Balkans. He has been a 
public speaker for chapters of the 
World Affairs Council and at 
different university campuses and 
international conferences on peace 
iuid development issues.
GVSU professor and political 
science chair John Constantelos 
spc;iks highly of Erion.
"He’s done more in his 23 years 
than most of us would ever hope to 
do." Constantelos said in a story’ on 
Grand Valley's Success Stories 
Web site. "He’s the most 
enterprising student I’ve met.”
Cesar Chavez honored
CM / Sara /. Cross
Celebrating Cesar: Ricto Aleman, program chair for Sigma Lambda Beta, passes out flyers about Cesar Chavez and La Ofrenda to people as they travel through Kirkhof.
Cesar Chavez 
Celebration Week 
culminates with a march 
and speech today
By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Less than a month after a 
historic agreement between Taco 
Bell and farmworkers in Florida, 
the Grand Valley community 
commemorates the efforts of 
Cesar Chavez with Cesar Chavez 
Celebration Week.
Today a silent march and speech 
in honor of the civil rights activist 
and humanitarian will begin at 
noon, while activities have been 
ongoing since Monday and will 
continue through the weekend.
After the silent march, 
affirmative action professional 
Dr. Jose Soto will speak about 
affirmative action.
Monday through Wednesday of
this week two films were shown 
in Kirkhof. “The Fight in the 
Fields” and “And the Earth Did 
Not Swallow Him.” The first 
traces the history of the United 
Farmworkers Union and 
Chavez’s life with the union.
On Tuesday, passers-by in 
Kirkhof saw Ofrenda a Chavez. 
Ofrenda is Spanish for offering, 
and was in memory and 
celebration of Chavez. A table 
was set up with a display 
honoring Chavez, including a 
portrait of him. a United 
Farmworkers Union flag, an 
informational video anil a meal 
prepared for him.
The meal offering allows his 
"spirit to be rejuvenated," said 
Kim Waslawski, LSU historian 
and Sigma Lambda Gamma 
treasurer.
Elizabeth Arangure, vice 
president of Latino Student Union 
and vice president of Independent 
Greek Council, said she hopes 
students will learn some of
Chavez's accomplishments 
throughout the week.
“Hopefully they get to know 
who Cesar Chavez is." she said. 
“1 know there are a lot of students 
that don’t even know what he 
stood for.”
Throughout March, Sigma 
Lambda Gamma has been 
collecting canned food for the 
Michigan Resource Council. The 
groups efforts culminate with 
Cesar Chavez Week as they 
collect cans at local apartment 
complexes this weekend.
Michigan Resource Council is a 
group of local hispanic people 
who work to benefit local 
hispanic migrant workers.
The celebration continues 
Friday with Across the Great 
Divide: Migration Panel
Discussion. The panel will 
address a variety of topics, 
including immigration law and 
policy, human rights issues and 
the needs of immigrant 
populations in West Michigan.
"The [Latin American Studies] 
program has brought together an 
impressive group of panelists 
from the most important 
organizations working in the area 
of immigration in West 
Michigan,” said Russell Rhoads, 
moderator for the discussion and 
coordinator of the Latin American 
Studies program.
Five experts from around 
Michigan w ill serve on the panel, 
including some from other 
universities and attorneys 
specializing in issues surrounding 
migrant workers.
Rhoads said migration is a key 
issue for all Michigan residents.
“The public needs to know 
more about these issues from 
those who work daily in local 
agencies and organizations with 
the migrant groups.” Rhoads said, 
“and who understand the needs of 
both migrants and the West 
Michigan community at large.”
Waslawski. who was involved 
m last year’s Cesar Chavez
Celebration Week activities, said 
this year's activities offer more 
education options and more 
varied activities for participants.
She said the events offer a 
cultural experience. While not all 
activities involved Chavez 
directly, they all relate to his 
efforts in some way.
"First and foremost, I’m a huge 
advocate of him ... he’s a really 
strong role model for everybody,” 
Waslawski said.
Throughout campus are signs 
with information about Chavez 
and his accomplishments. 
Participants of the silent march 
will see these signs while 
marching.
March participants are asked to 
gather at Zumberge Library at 
11:5() a.m. The march will begin 
at noon with Soto’s presentation 
to follow.
Sponsors for the week include 
LSU. the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, Latin American Studies 
and Independent Greek Council.
College students tune in to a lot of TV
Nielsen’s “Extended Home” study 
at a glance
° College students watch an average of three 
hours and 41 minutes of TV every day.
° They “contributed 21 percent of all viewing 
from their home during the months they were 
away at college.”
° Long-term visitor viewing, largely contributed 
to by college roommates, also increased.
° ‘The impact on viewing in second homes 
was of less magnitude [than in a college 
setting], and by a much older audience.”
Source: Nirlsen M«>Hm Research. www nielsenmedia com
By Ashley Chaney
GVL Staff Writer
Late at night, what are college 
students living away from home 
doing? Studying. partying, 
working out? According to a report 
by Nielsen Media Research, many 
college students are in then dorms 
or apartments watching television.
Hie study found that on average, 
college students watch three hours 
and 41 minutes of television each 
day. Although this average is 
almost an hour less than that of the 
average American, many were 
sliocked that college students were 
spending so much time watching 
television.
“It was a little more than I 
expected it to be." said Pat 
McDonough, vice president of 
planning, policy and analysis for 
Nielsen Media Research
Sean Brolley. a marketing 
student at Grand Valley State 
University, said he watches 
between four ami five hours of 
television per day. “Homework 
takes a back seat to TV." Brolley
said jokingly. “I watch TV w hile 1 
do my homework."
Brolley said because of his 
interest in marketing, he pays close 
attention to the commercials.
The Nielsen study found college 
students watch more shows on 
cable networks than they do on 
broadcast television.
According to the study, the 10 
most-viewed programs last 
October were all baseball games, 
especially postseason Boston Red 
Sox games leading to the World 
Series Championship.
Erica Swanson, a GVSU 
communications student
specializing in photography, public 
relations and advertising, said she 
watches between two anil a half 
and three hours of television per 
day.
“I get bored at night." Swanson 
said. “1 like to watch Scrabble 
championships on ESPN2.”
According to the Nielsen study, 
the most-viewed programs among 
college women last (Xtober were 
“Joey" on NBC and "Life As We 
Know It" on ABC.
Marenna Montague, a film and
video major at GVSU. said she 
watches about four hours of 
television per day, but said she has 
the television on for at least six 
hours daily while she is doing her 
homework.
"I usually just have it on," she 
said. "I don't really watch it."
Montague said her favorite 
shows include "CSI" on CBS and 
"Making the Band 3" on MTV.
The Nielsen study found unlike 
many Americans who tend to 
watch television alone, college 
students are more likely to watch 
with their roommates or in small 
groups. This means they have to 
negotiate over programming, 
according to the Nielsen study.
Despite the results of the Nielsen 
study, some college students say 
they just don't have time for 
television.
Jeff Smith, a hospitality and 
tourism management student at 
GVSU. said lie watches one to two 
hours of television per day.
"I don’t have time to watch TV." 
Smith said “If there’s a gixxl show 
on. sometimes I’ll watch that 
instead of doing my homework.”
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Student Senate Elections
VOTE ONLINE
at www.gvsu.edu/studentsenate
Click on the “Senate Elections Vote Here” tab.
Elections will begin on March 31st and run through April 7th, 5pm. 
Results will be announced on April 8th on the Student Senate website.
II'you have any further questions please contact Student Senate office at 
331-2333 or e-mail the Senate at Senates@gvsu.edu
l;or complete information on all the candidates go to 
www.gvsil.edu/studentsenate, the Student Senate election site.
Paul Boynton Major: political science, minor: business 
Year: junior
Upon being appointed to the Campus Affairs Committee in the winter semester 2005 
I have fervently strived tobring a new and dynamic voice to the GVSU Student Senate. A voice 
that is fiscally responsible while keeping all of the students best interest in mind. I have and will 
continue to be an objective non-bias advocate for all students at Grand Valley. My main goal is to 
hear students out and work diligently to obtain results that benefit all them the most. I plan to do 
this by working on issues including but not limited to..........
Michael Brower Major: psychology Year: junior
While my goals, should I be elected to the Student Senate, are far to numerous to A
enumerate here, there are several which I feel are key to my stance, as well as key to the advancement 
of Grand Valley State University. First, I would like to see more involvement by students on campus, 
not only through student organizations, but within departments, at speakers, and other events.
This would require more contact with commuter students, more appeal to the downtown students, 
and in general...........
Eboni Brown Major: international relations Year: freshmen
As a student senator here at Grand Valley I will make a point to do everything in my power to 
make sure that every voice on Grand Valley's campus is heard. Not only the voice of the minority 
students, which is assumed by my ethnicity, but instead the voice of the entire Grand Valley State 
University student body. I am almost positive that to the reader this all sounds extremely dich£, 
however the truth of the matter is that this is the job of the senator. A senator's job is to take studen 
concerns and interest that have been expressed.........
Nick Butcher Major: Russian studies, political science Year:Third
If elected, I will continue my role in Senate efforts to keep the cost of education from cutting deeperj 
into your pocketbook. I have worked with this issue on the political actions committee since 
becoming a Senator for the first time as a freshman in 2002. I will, as I have in the past, strive to 
dialogue with you the students about your questions and concerns and to make sure they are 
brought to the table for discussion and improvement. I plan also, if elected, work with the 
appropriations committee to reform...........  j
Scott Cadwetl Major: journalism Year: senior
I want to be a Student Senator for one simple reason: I want to leave this university better than I 
found it. I have one year left at Grand Valley, and I feel it is my duty to do what I can for the 
betterment of our community. If elected to Senate, I will represent the true needs and desires of 
the student body, and will do everything in my power to see that they are met. Since I was a 
freshman, I have seen this school grow by leaps and bounds, and I want to see that growth 
continue and this campus flourish............
Mia J. Dombrowski Major: anthropology Year:freshmen
I am running for a position on the Student Senate, because I believe it to be an effective way of 
supporting improvements.To be an active member of student life is important to me, and that is 
also why I decided to volunteer for the Office of Multicultural Affairs. I want to participate in the 
Multicultural Affairs Committee, because cultural and international issues are a vital part of student 
life at GVSU. I am convinced, that the students at GVSU are open-minded and interested individuals, 
who do not support blind racism..........
Alan Dunklow Major: political science, minor: history 
Year: sophomore
Everyone on this campus is different in their ideas about what the Student Senate is and, more 
importantly, what it should be. As you consider your options, I would like to share with you my 
own ideas for a Senate worth taking part in. No one knows, and I will not claim to understand, 
every issue we might face in the upcoming year. I can, however, offer you a Senator who will 
approach them with an open mind, entertaining every possibility and recognizing the value of 
each. Having served on Senate once before.........
Latoya Edwards Major: biomedical science Year: junior
I am interested in holding a position on the campus affairs committee to guarantee the real life 
day-to-day problems, no matter how insignificant they may seem are addressed. I am a firm 
believer that the little things In life make the difference. Too many times we the student body 
have called a department and received information that contradicts what someone in that same 
department told us the day before. I would like to work with the different offices on campus to 
ensure consistency within and across departments........... * L
Ashley Ellis Major: criminal justice Year: sophomore
This past year, I learned more than I can express. 1 see Senate as a bridge between the students 
and the administration. Therefore COMMUNICATION Is essential- It's the only way that there will 
be an understanding when issues arise COOPERATION, in order to be efficient you have to be 
able to work together- it's a team effort. And of course MOTIVATION, you need to enjoy the work 
that you do. It was an honor and a pleasure to serve as a Senator and I would hope to continue 
doing what I love to do. :)
Frank Foster Major: finance, minor: economics Year: freshmen
To make best use of resources currently available and unavailable to GVSU students.
Come out to the voting kickoff at the Henry Hall 
computer labs from 9-10:30pm Thursday,
March31.
GIVE AWAYSH! FREE FOOD!!!
Michele Funaro Major: music theory/composition Year: freshmen
Everyone enjoys having fun at school. However, some of us have more fun than others, and it can 
lead to academic downfalls. As a result, we become so involved with our social life that we eventually 
hurt and, if not taken care of, drop out of school I've heard it from my friends and from other 
students here at Grand Valley State University. Therefore, I believe that we should have the 
community involvement focus more on the educational aspect. A lot of you are probably asking, 
“Where do you see it going?" By focusing more on education.........
Chris Gerlica Major: international relations,
minor: African American studies, and sociology Year: senior
As a Student Senator I want to accomplish three goals My first goal is to connect the Allendale 
and Downtown campuses to make one Grand Valley, not two. My second goal is to streamline the 
campus bureaucracy to make student services work for the students. Student services needs to be 
educating the student body on policies dealing with closed class permits and credit/no credit 
permits and deadlines and I plan to advocate fixing this problem My third and final goal is to create 
more diverse and accepting campus.
Jeff Green Major: political science, Russian studies, philosophy 
Year: senior
It is time for change It is time for Student Senate to put students first and not themselves. We 
must answer the tough questions and provide leadership for the students we represent This year, 
Senate has been involved in scandal after scandal...from the Taco Bell issue, to the Battle of the 
Valley's T-shirts, to Budgeting problems, to the ever-present in-fighting.. the time for change is 
now. My experience with officials at the university, state, and national level provide me the 
necessary skills to not only serve..........
Jodi Griffin Major: psychology Year: junior
I feel that I can accomplish much as a senator because of my experiences, to date, at GVSU. My 
leadership and service to GV has allowed me to open my mind and realize issues that are 
important to the student body as a whole and the issues that only a small group identify with.
Being on Senate is one of the most prestigious positions on campus and although I've helped a f 
ew other leadership positions, Senator is one I have aspired to be confident in pursuing and now 
feel that my experiences would make myself a beneficial addition to the student body government.
Michelle Horvath Major: history Year: junior
If elected to the 2005-06 Student Senate, I would strive to combine 3 years of continuous service 
to the students on this body with new plans and projects ideas. I would like to focus on three 
initiatives as a member of this association: retention, reconnections, and reaching out. Within t 
hese three broad topics are a plethora of subtopics including ensuring Senate’s accountability 
to the students of Grand Valley, to refocus and redirect of the Senate to more fully embrace the 
mission statement of the organization.............
Christina L. Jackson Major: sociology, minor: public administration 
Year: sophomore
United we will stand and divided we may fall. Student Senate as a whole is only as good as the 
individuals who serve on the senate Individuality is great and sometimes very necessary 
however, there is power in numbers. Every individual possess a passion that is uniquely their 
own, several in some cases. My passions are people, learning, loving and gaining experience.
This experience will provide me with personal growth by allowing me to work with a variety 
of people..........
Jane James Major: special education, minor psychology Year: senior
This was my first year serving as a student senator. During the fall semester, I sat on the 
appropriations committee. This semester I had the privilege of being the Vice President of 
Appropriations. By serving both as a general assembly member and a Vice President, I saw the 
Student Senate from two different perspectives. As a committee member, I saw the focus of the 
Student Senate shifting away from the students. As a Vice President I saw a process of allocating 
money that Is not conducive to student organizations........
James King Major: English, minor: psychology Year: junior
As a member of the GVSU Student Senate, I, James King, feel that I would be able to lend a unique 
perspective to the body. I am going to be a senior at GVSU. and so I am familiar with many of the 
policies and activities of our university. I would be. however, a new voice to the Senate. Combining 
my knowledge of the university with my newness to the Senate, I would bring an experienced and 
yet fresh approach to the Campus Affairs Committee as well as to the general assembly. There,
I would hope to get behind such projects as...-.....
Brook* Marris Major: psychology Year: junior
As a student senator, I my main focus will be on three goals. First. I will like to see Grand Valley 
make a more active effort to reach out to students that are easily overlooked here Including our 
commuters, transfer students, graduate students, undecided majors, etc. One of my goals is to 
investigate ways that we can make these students feel a deeper connection to GVSU (perhaps 
with campus Involvement and attention). For undecided majors. I will work to start a "Program 
Selection Day'where each program will have representatives.—
Chris Mayhew Major: business admin, management Year: senior
The role of a Student Senator is one of responsibility I strive to be an honest and unbiased 
representative of the student population for whom I act. In the past year I have ensured the 
jurisprudence and accountability of the senate, while advancing the concerns of the student first. 
As an Incumbent I bring valuable experience and Insight to the senate If re-elected I will continue 
to bring a sense of personal integrity and devoted professionalism to your Student Senate. I urge 
you to vote In the coming week, and I, Chris Mayhew, humbly ask for your support.....
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Kyle McGregor Major: political science Year: freshmen
Student organizations are a crucial element of any university. Their strength and marketability are 
fundamental to the educational process. I want to strengthen the student life on campus, and 
ensure that all students can easily find and join interest groups, fraternities, sororities, cultural 
groups, and other organizations. As an elected senator, I will focus my strength and time to promote 
stronger relationships and support for student organizations. Utilizing everything the student body 
has to offer, our organizations will enhance this university.
Tony McKay Major: advertising Year: senior
Vote McKay for a Better Way. I am here to represent you, the students of GVSU. I want to make sure 
the students have their rights protected. I want to ensure the students of GVSU have fair 
representation within their Student Senate. I am not going to make outrageous claims of what I can 
do. I can only promise that I will be looking out for the best interest of ALL GVSU students.
Jeffrey P. Woolston Major: accounting and business finance 
Year: junior
If elected I intend to work towards increasing communication between student organizations so 
that they may provide bigger and better programs for the whole of the student body. As Grand 
Valley has a vast number of committees that reach all aspects of the University, I will push for mor 
student input on each and every one of these committees
Veronica Wooten Major: political science and philosophy 
Year: freshmen
I am running for a position on Student Senate so that I may be able to make a lasting difference on 
and around this campus. I would like to be one of the many voices of the students and I intend to 
use this voice to help make student life more enjoyable from both social and academic perspectives. 
I currently hold a position on Student Senate and have had the privilege to begin making positive 
decisions on behalf of our student body. I would undeniably appreciate the opportunity to continue 
serving Grand Valley State University and I thank you for this
Callie Melton Major: public relations Year: sophomore
I am hardworking and I get things done. I am honest and trustworthy, and as a senator I promise to 
uphold my duties and diligently represent the students. I am involved in the Women’s Center, the 
Women's Commission and Measure For Measure. As you can see I'm actively involved in my college 
experience, and have already placed myself in an area for helping students. I will strive to help each 
student realize their potential here at Grand Valley! Thank you for your consideration!
Endrit Yzeiraj Major: political science Year: junior
Since my freshman year at Grand Valley, there were things that I would have liked to change In my 
second year, I was awarded a Multicultural Assistant position by the Housing Office. Through this new 
job I learned how to impact people and the community here at Grand Valley However I think that 
there is always something better to do. That is why I want to join the Student Senate. Among the 
many things that I want to see at Grand Valley, the most important is a more active student body. I 
believe that we all can make an impact at Grand Valley, but we have to try.
Jason Muller Major: biomedical science Year: freshmen
As senator, I will continue to fight for what students want, not my personal goals. This past year I 
was a strong advocate of keeping Taco Bell on campus and a leader of creating a student-student 
book exchange online. If reelected, I can promise to find what is right and just in every issue, 
coupled with student input, and get what you want done.
Tony D. Purkal Major: health science Year: senior
I believe in students'abilities to tackle the big issues at Grand Valley State University. Our students 
are ready, willing and able. What is of absolute necessity, however, is to unite our student body.
My main goal that I convey to you is to create a more engaged Laker community this 2005-2006 
year. My own primary goal is to focus on providing services that empower students to make 
positive change with a focus on one-on-one, personal student interaction. This personal 
interaction is what is absolutely necessary for the creation of an engaged campus.........
Jessica Zuchetto Major: nursing Year: sophmore
Although Grand Valley has tons of great programs presented by hundreds of organizations, a vast 
number of students aren't aware of these events. Next year, I would do all I could to utilize 
advertising to its fullest degree. I also think promoting the lines of communication between 
organizations would be beneficial.
Matt Roberts Major: group social studies, minor: biology 
Year: junior
For the better part of the last two years I have served as a member of Student Senate. I believe 
Student Senate is capable making changes that all students want and are desperate for. During my 
time on Senate I have fought for small and large issues, from Taco bell to lighting in parking lots. My 
main goal is to create a Student Senate that works hand in hand with all of our other student 
organizations to be more effective and to create change on our campus. If elected I will continue to 
work as hard if not harder for all of you. I have really enjoyed serving all of you..........
Kelly Gazo Major: Russian Studies and Legal Studies 
Minor: Political Science and Criminal Justice Year: Senior
As a former Student Senator I am asking you to reelect me to the Student Senate Body so that I may 
continue helping students in addressing their concerns about Grand Valley. I also would like to see 
the relationships between the administration and the student body grows stronger By electing me 
to this position I will ensure that the student voice is always heard and that student concerns always 
come first. Thank you.
Christian Christopher Year: SuperSenior Major: I don't know,
Class or something Minor: Noway bro, I am over 21
Dude, like I have been here at the valley for a good while (4 years and counting) and have never been 
in the stupid Lanthorn! What does a guy gotta do. So I get an idea, why not run for senate, all those 
clowns get their faces in the paper. So vote for me cause I really care about the isues and that 
sorta stuff.
Cristal Rodriguez Pescador Major: business Year: sophomore
I'm running for the student senate to join the Multicultural Affairs Committee What I would like to 
do, especially as an international student, is to develop new projects in the university about 
different countries and cultures. My goal is to try integrated national and international traditions 
into the university campus life.
Joshua Sisco Major: political science, minor: middle east studies 
Year: junior
As a former senator, I helped to better the educational experiences of all students here at Grand 
Valley. I worked on many different aspects of the First Year experience, and also helped to plan 
and implement Student Scholarship Day. I worked closely with Deans and administrators to ensure 
that a student voice was heard on several different faculty committees, and that the student 
perspective was always taken into account. As an incumbent, I will continue all of these projects 
and aspects of the Educational Affairs Committee..........
Daniel Slane Major: political science, minor: anthropology 
Year: senior
Do you even know what the Student Senate does, or can do, for you? Elect me so I can hand the 
power back to the actual students. You don’t have to be responsible for knowing all the ins and 
outs of our Student Government, make that my job, and allow me the pleasure of passing to you 
the essential information necessary in getting your voice heard.
Aaron Sprague Major: political science, minor: psychology 
Year: sophomore
I am running for Student Senate because I want to make a difference on campus.
Ballot ProDOsal One:
I
A proposal to:
Create an online forum for students to 
buy and sell used textbooks with one another.
This campus-wide posting board would be 
facilitated through the Student Senate website 
and serve as an alternative place for obtaining
textbooks.
Do you accept this proposal?
Zanobia Syed Major: biomedical sciences Year: senior
I’m running for Student Senate, because I think I can bring a new point of view to the senate. I 
want to make a contribution to the school and help impact students in anyway I can, whether it 
makes a difference now or for future students. I have been a student athlete for four years and am 
a member of Grand Valley's Student Athlete . I have helped SAAC raise money for the Make A Wish 
Foundation and collect canned goods for the Mel Trotter Ministries. If I am elected, I will try my 
hardest to help make student's voices heard.
Katy Volz Major: public relations Year: sophomore
I feel like senate has disappointed the students they are representing but I am optimistic that with 
some new voices and ideas the institution can once again behoove the community. If elected to 
GVSU Student Senate, I promise to bring a fresh voice that really represents the opinions and issues 
of our campus community. I will do everything I can to ensure that every Laker has the 
opportunities to have the true Grand Valley experience.
Joy M. Whitt Major: undecided, minor: French Year: freshmen
I am running for a position on the 2005- 2006 Student Senate for the same reason I joined this 
organization in January I feel that the future of GVSU's campus life can only be determined by the 
efforts put forth by its students—and it is my job to make sure those students are being 
represented well. While serving on the Student Senate Public Relations Committee for the past few 
months, I have learned a variety of ways to communicate with my peers, individually and in masses. 
I hope to be elected by the student body..—......
iron Wilkerson Major: electrical engineering Year: junior
rrently I have been on Student Senate for the past semester. I feel that I have done much for 
- campus in different ways. I organized the Mix It Up Day program in the beginning of March as 
II as currently coming up with multicultural educational information for the campus. In addition 
this. I feel that I have been a voice for several under represented groups of students on campus 
it are not just related to race or ethnicity I would like to remain on Student Senate so I can 
itinue working on issues that are important to this campus..........
-J Ballot Proposal Two:
A proposal to:
Change the format of election of the student 
body president from one of internal election by 
the Student Senate to direct election by the
student body.
Do you accept this proposal?
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Anti-racism speaker Wise 
protested by students
Students from the 
Michigan Youth 
Offensive protested Tim 
Wise’s speech at GVSU
By Angela Harris
GVL Staff Writer
Fifteen protesters from the 
Michigan Youth Offensive 
gathered last Thursday outside of 
the Cook-DeWitt Center to 
protest Tim Wise, a prominent 
white anti-racism speaker.
The protesters, carrying signs 
that included messages such as 
“Wise lies,” objected to Wise’s 
message about affirmative 
action.
“Wise is racist against whites 
and other minorities,” Craig 
Burgers, chairman of the 
Michigan Youth Offensive, said. 
“Tim Wise says he is ashamed to 
be white. As a white person. I’m 
ashamed he is too.”
Burgers added that he and the 
other protesters do not agree w ith 
Wise making a living off 
“playing up racial divisions.”
“I support his right to speak, 
freedom of speech, but do not 
support him being paid money to 
speak by a state funded 
university,” Burgers said.
The protesters were from 
Grand Valley, Michigan State 
and Western Michigan 
universities. They were joined by 
one high school student from 
East Lansing High School.
Benardo Dargan, assistant 
director of Multicultural Affairs, 
said the protests were good for 
campus because it opens up a 
dialogue among people.
“It helps bring people together
to understand the issues.” Dargan 
said. “It is important to open the 
dialogue about diversity issues 
and to develop them.”
Despite the protests going on 
outside of tne Cook-Dewitt 
Center, a standing room only 
crowd congregated to hear Wise 
speak about white privilege and 
the problems with the idea of 
diversity during his speech titled 
“Beyond Diversity: Challenging 
racism in an age of backlash.”
During his speech. Wise 
addressed the topic of the 
protesters by saying that if no 
one came to protest his speeches, 
he would not be doing his job.
He also said he hoped the 
protesters would have come in 
and challenged what he said.
“I don’t get the point of coming 
and standing in the cold holding 
a sign, and not coming in and 
challenging the person you are 
protesting.” Wise said.
Wise spoke about four 
problems with the idea of 
diversity in today’s society, 
which he said focuses on “the 
other” and never interrogates the 
norm.
“It never asks how the 
dominant culture becomes the 
dominant culture,” Wise said. “It 
just acts like somehow we need 
to learn about those non­
dominant culture and integrate 
them into ‘our’ thing.”
He also said diversity treats the 
issue of race as simply getting 
the numbers right and making 
sure there is an equal number of 
people from different 
backgrounds.
The third problem with 
diversity. Wise said, is it 
challenges colleges to get people 
to appreciate the cultures
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Clashing views: (Above) Representatives from the Michigan Youth Offensive 
protested anti-rac ist speaker Tim Wise near the Cook Carillon Tower.
(Right) Wise spoke about what it is like to live in a white-dominated sot ietv and 
witnessing racism.
opposite of their ow n.
“If you would just teach me 
about your food, fabric and 
festivals. I would appreciate you 
more,” Wise mocked college 
students. “This is cultural 
tourism. It’s not cultural 
transformation, or equity or 
justice, and that is what a lot of 
institutions do.”
Wise also mentioned how 
institutions celebrate Black 
History Month in February', but
end any discussion on the topic 
as soon as the month ends.
Another problem \\ ith diversity 
is it treats the lack of diversity as 
coincidence. Wise said. Wise 
spent a good portion of the 
evening speaking about white 
privilege and how whites do not 
talk about their power and how 
they obtained it.
“Things don’t just happen by
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Tsunami relief efforts made by
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Courtesy of Kacy Parker
Relief work: GVSU students organized care packages at International Aid to be 
sent to aid tsunami victims.
Months after the disaster, 
GVSU organizations are 
still making efforts to 
volunteer and raise 
money to aid victims
By Maribeth Holtz
GVL Inker Life Editor
For sophomore Brian Pahn. 
helping tsunami victims by 
organizing t;irps in a warehouse 
wasn’t just about placing plastic 
lining in boxes — it was the st;u1 of 
a new goal for his future.
Pahn, a pre-med chemistry 
major, cemented a decision to 
become a doctor overseas in less- 
advantaged countries after 
volunteering at International Aid.
“I would rather have an 
adventure helping other people 
around the world than just sit hen.* 
and make money,” Pahn said.
Pahn is joined by other students, 
staff and faculty across Grand 
Valley State University who have 
come together in the past several 
months through various fundraisers 
and activities to help tsunami 
victims. While the December
disaster is no longer tlx.* top story in 
the news, members of the GVSU 
community continue to aid tsunami 
victims for a long-term recovery.
Pahn’s experience w as part of a 
volunteer trip organized by the 
Office of Student Life’s 
Community Service Learning 
Center. Ten students went on the 
trip Feb. 19 to the non-profit 
organization’s warehouse in Spring 
Lake. Mich. The group organized 
care packages of shampoo and 
conditioner to send to tsunami 
victims as well as t;irps to provide 
shelter for both tsunami victims 
and hurricane victims in Florida.
Kacy Parker, a graduate assistant 
in the Community Service 
Learning Center, went on the trip 
ami said it was neat to see such ;ui 
elaborate organization next door to 
GVSU. She said the trip was 
educational and tlx.* group learned 
how international aid is a continual 
need.
"They’re realizing now the 
tsunami relief hoopla is dying 
down, but they say this (need for 
aid| axild last years,” Parker said.
While no organized volunteer 
trips are being planned by the 
Community Service Learning 
Center. Parker said if there is an
interest from students, the center 
will organize more trips to help 
disaster victims in the long-term.
Campus Ministry gathered 
$4,320 in January through student 
contributions to send to the 
Christian Reformed World Relief 
Committee to help tsunami 
victims. The organization, based in 
Grand Rapids, will first use the 
money to provide emergency relief 
and then to provide help for the 
long-term, such as providing loans 
to fishermen for new boats and nets 
or replanting rice fields.
Campus Ministry collected the 
money in about two weeks through 
offerings at church serv ices and 
allowing students to visit the 
Campus Ministry offices 
throughout the week to donate. 
Campus Minister John DeBoer 
said this is one of the biggest 
offerings Campus Ministry has 
done for a single organization.
“It’s amazing how students are 
willing to give ... sacrificially to 
meet a need." DeBoer said. “You 
share a dream and a need, and 
people give. With the tsunami, that 
was so blatant, so horrific, so big 
that people were challenged by it "
IX'Boer said he hopes students 
are still challenged by it. and he
GVSU
said money should still be raised 
for tsunami relief.
President’s Council. Laker Late 
Night and Spotlight Productions all 
held fundraisers, raising a 
combined amount of about $519. 
The money was sent to India Link 
to purchase fishing supplies for a 
village in India, to CARE USA to 
provide relief in Somalia, a country 
that was in poverty before the 
tsunami, and to International Aid.
Valerie Holmes, assistant director 
of student life with the Community 
Service Learning Center, said they 
sent the money to areas that had 
been forgotten in tsunami relief. 
She said she was pleased with the 
money raised but had hoped that 
more would have attended the 
disaster relief task force meetings 
they had planned at the beginning 
of the semester, because more 
could have been done that way.
Stephanie Kroll. a member of 
AmeriCorps who works in the 
Office of Student Life, agreed, 
saying if someone really t<xik hold 
of the tsunami relief effort, more 
money could he raised by the 
GVSU community. She said, 
however, she is pleased with
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Involvement in education 
leads to award for student
By Maribeth Holtz
GVL Laker Life Editor
Third-year student Allison 
Reynolds could see where her 
leadership skills came from when 
she heard her father, a Grand Valley 
State University professor, give a 
lecture as if it were his last.
Reynolds reflected on her own 
career at GVSU when she heard 
her father’s words. “If you’re going 
to do something, you’d better do it 
right, and if you're going to he a 
part of a community, you (should] 
make it better."
One of about 20 students selected 
as “I Am Grand Valley” Leader 
award winners. Reynolds said she 
has seen where she has striven to 
make the GVSU community 
better, preparing to leave it a better 
place than it was when she came.
Reynolds, a political science 
major, has been actively involved 
in Student Senate. Alpha Omicron 
Pi. and several other organizations 
in her years at GVSU. She is 
currently running the elections 
campaign for Student Senate.
Reynolds has held positions as 
the connection between students 
and GVSU administrators. She is 
currently the senate’s vice president
for educational 
affairs and meets 
regularly with 
the provost as 
well as the 
director of 
housing. the 
dean of students 
and other 
administrators, 
sharing with 
them what 
students want at the university.
Reynolds said this link is 
important because the university is 
here for the students. The students 
should be represented, she said.
Roberta Payne, president of 
Omicron Delta Kappa, GVSU’s 
leadership honors society and an 
organizer for the “I Am (irand 
Valley” award program, said 
Reynolds is a le;xler and inspiration 
for other students.
“She’s here for an education and 
she takes it very, very seriously.” 
Payne said. “But she doesn’t just 
threw herself into the hooks and 
lose sight (oil everything else on 
campus.”
Payne said Reynolds is very 
devoted to the connection between 
the administration and the students.
“She does a kit of the behind-the 
scenes work and she doesn’t ever
boast about it,” Payne said.
Provost Gayle Davis said she has 
gotten close to Reynolds 
personally from meeting together 
often and said Reynolds is 
committed to education.
“It’s impressive in a person so 
young to have so much poise and 
an articulate understanding." Davis 
said.
She added that Reynolds has a 
strong future ahe;»d of her because 
she's always looking for new 
opportunities and she's capable.
Reynolds, who sometimes 
spends 45 hours a week in tlx* 
senate office, said other students 
could benefit from being actively 
involved in groups on campus. She 
said this doesn't necessarily mean 
joining the senate or a soronty or 
fraternity, but she said students 
should consider whal their passions 
are — whether it is interest in video 
games or sports — and become 
involved from there. She said to her 
peers they shoukl get involved and 
“search out a full college 
experience because you're 
probably going to regret it if you 
didn’t do it.”
Although she hits a few credits to
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Building for a cause
GVL / ]aslyn Gilbert
Helping hand: Freshman Ali Belmonte, senior Marielle Rodeheffer and junior Alisia 
Minasian hammer away during their volunteer time with Habitat for Humanity. This 
project was part of GVSU’s annual Community Outreach Week, held March 21-25.
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Pro-life speaker addressed issue of abortion, 
idea of the unborn during Fire and Ice Week
C.VL / Kate Brown
Speaking straight: Scott Klusondort discusses his pro-life views on abortion.
Students for Life brought 
nationally known pro- 
life speaker Scott 
Klusendorf to campus to 
speak on human value
By Angela Harris
GVL Staff Writer
What is the unborn? What 
makes human beings valuable? 
What is your duty as a human 
on these issues?
These were some of the issues 
Scott Klusendorf discussed in 
his speech during Fire and Ice 
Week at Grand Valley State 
University.
Klusendorf, a nationally 
known pro-life speaker, spoke 
March 23 to over 150 students 
and community members on the 
scientific issues surrounding 
the abortion debate, which 
included the humanity and the 
value of an unborn child.
“If it can b- *monstrated that 
the unborn are not human 
beings. I see no reason 
whatsoever to restrict abortion 
at all in any point of the 
pregnancy," Klusendorf said. “I 
am vigorously pro-choice on 
women choosing their own 
religion, choosing their own 
husbands, choosing their own
career (and] choosing their own 
education. ... I think some 
choices are wrong, like killing 
defenseless human beings.” he 
said.
Klusendorf based his opinions 
in public reason, science and 
pi losophy.
1 like the way he uses an 
intellectual debate as opposed 
to an emotional appeal." said 
Jeff Dubah, a student who 
attended the speech. “It .vas 
also good that he showed > it 
pro-lifers should not be al> ad 
to look, at all sides of the 
debate."
Student Sheila Beford said 
she liked how Klusendorf used 
reason for his debate.
“He pul reason, morality and 
logic lumd-in-hand. and this is 
done so infrequently," she said.
Matt Kallman. a senior 
business major at GVSU. said 
he liked how Klusendorf used 
current news stories and 
updated information in his 
presentation.
Emily Darragh, president of 
Students for Life, one of the 
event sponsors, said she was 
pleased with the turnout and 
that there were no problems 
between the pro-life and pro- 
choice groups.
“We did not expect any 
problems," Darragh said. “The 
two groups are pretty civil to
each other and are working 
together to put this week on. so 
it helps keep the animosity 
down."
As part of his presentation. 
Klusendorf showed a video clip 
of the aftermath of an abortion, 
which caused some viewers to 
avert their gazes. Klusendorf 
said he uses the photos in 
presentations as part of his 
rational debate. He said his use 
of the photographs is similar to 
professors talking about the 
holocaust and using images to 
m tke their point.
I lusendorf said a person 
shi Id not kill an unborn child 
bee se it would be similar to 
kilii a toddler, and society 
does tot accept that.
He also said every human has 
value “in virtue in the kind of 
thing they ,*‘e,” whether the 
human is an mborn child, a 
student or an adult.
The only differences between 
the unborn and the audience 
members in the Grand River 
Room, he said, was size, level 
of development, environment 
and degree of dependency.
“You have rights the moment 
you come to be,” Klusendorf 
said.
Some people think 
environment plays a significant 
role in telling the difference 
between the born and unborn in
that one is in the womb and one 
is not, Klusendorf said. He 
asked the audience how 
peoples’ environment has any 
bearing on who they are.
“How can a magical journey 
of eight inches down the birth 
canal suddenly transform, 
willy-nilly, a tissue blob into 
something we value in 
humans?” Klusendorf asked. 
“How can a mere change of 
location ... bring about human 
value? The answer, it can’t. It 
the unborn aren’t already 
valued, they won’t become so 
simply by changing locations."
A question and answer 
session followed Klusendorf’s 
presentation. Audience
members inquired about 
Klusendorf’s position on 
women who have abortions 
because they might not survive 
their pregnancy and his stance 
on the Terri Schiavo case.
Klusendorf said "it is not 
always wrong to take a |baby’s| 
life," if it meant being able to 
save the mother’s.
vlusendorf has spoken at over 
60 universities and is the 
former direc f bioethics for 
Stand to Reason. He is also the 
author of “Pro-life 101."
Fire and Ice week was co­
sponsored by the student 
organization Voices for Healthy 
Choices.
WISE
continued from page A6
coincidence,” Wise said. 
"Privilege is invisible to the 
dominant group, but it is there 
and is institutionalized.”
One example Wise gave on this 
subject was the debate at the 
University of Michigan over its 
admissions policy. He said the 
lawsuit mentioned the 20 points 
awarded for race, but not the 
other 58 to 70 points that he 
claimed would go to whites based 
on their white privilege.
Carlos Northern, a freshman at 
GVSU. said he agrees with Wise 
about the standardized tests that 
are unequal because they are 
geared toward the privileged 
students in the mainly white 
areas.
“1 am not surprised about them 
because I came from a high 
school like the ones he was 
talking about, and everyone was 
always talking about retaking the
tests | ACT and SAT| to improve 
their scores." he said. “The scores 
were never high enough."
Leeanne Smith, a senior and 
Spanish major, was surprised at 
how blunt Wise was about his 
beliefs.
“He told the straight truth and 
told it like it is." Smith said. 
‘ There was no sugar coating to 
what he said.”
Wise’s speech was part of the 
Professionals of Color Lecture 
Series and was brought to campus 
after his name kept re appearing 
as a request for a speaker. Dargan 
said.
Wise has spoken at over 300 
colleges and has trained corporate 
personnel and law enforcement 
and government agents on ways 
to dismantle racism in their 
organizations. He has two books 
coming out this year, “White Like 
Me: Reflections on Race from a 
Privileged Son,” and 
"Affirmative Action: Racial 
Preference in Black and White."
We have opened reservations
£ott°nwoo(/
Forest
Apartments
In lenison (Near Meijer)
Model Open:
Monday - Friday 1-5:30 I’M
Or call 457-3714
www.cottonwoodforestapls.com 
"Your home away from home"
for the '05-'06 School Year.
Apartment Lease Reservations
Now Available for Spring & Summer '05 & '05 - '06 school year
5 units remain for each: June> July and August 
move-in dates.
Starting at $270.00/person
(based upon 2 person occupancy & one year lease)
Walk out 2 bedroom/1 bath 
Includes all utilities except electric 
Includes carport 
On-Site Laundry
On-Site management 
24-hour emergency services 
9 & 12 month lease options 
15 minutes from both GSU campuses
Application must be received in full by March 31,2005.
After which all applications will be reviewed on qualifying criteria and
a 'first-come, first-serve basis'.
Accepted applicants will be notified of a guaranteed 
unit on or before May 15,2005.
Immediate Occupancy Also Available
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In 2002, an estimated 17,419 people 
died in alcohol-related traffic crashes: 
an average of one every 30 minutes.
MOST NURSES WILL ENTER THE U.S. HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
YOU RE NOT MOST NURSES
W
U.S. AIR FQRCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United 
States Air Force, it s unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country. 
You'll have the opportuhity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields 
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared 
responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually lead your team. 
Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRFORCE.COM/healthcare • 1-800-588-5260
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In one day, GVSU sees funds cut and funds given
GVSU s operating funds 
cut, but $12 million for 
new engineering facility 
likely on the way
By Dave Mlijer
CVL Downhnrn Editor
March 23 was a bittersweet day 
for Gnind \ alley State University. 
Gov. Jennifer Gnuiholm issued an 
executive order to reduce 
operating funds for public 
universities and community 
colleges in Michigan by $30 
million — $1 million of which
could he cut from GVSU.
Meanwhile, the house and the 
senate approved $12 million in 
capital outlay that would lx* given 
toGVSl) to build a new facility for 
the Pad nos School of Engineering.
ii\si Vice President ol 
University Relations Matt 
McLogan said the $30 million 
slash in the operating funds budget 
was the result of the state 
anticipating a shortage in tax 
revenue.
“In the current year, the state 
made an arrangement with all of 
the public universities that it we 
held our tuition rate hikes to a 
certain level — and at Grand 
Valley that was 2.3 percent — our
state aid in the current fiscal year 
would be held constant." 
McDigiUi said. "Well, that’s not 
going to happen."
He added that Granholill’s 
proposal suggests how to bring 
expenses into line with the lower 
revenue estimate. The $1 million 
dm could bo < ut bun < am I’* 
budget will go into effect in the 
August state aid payment, lie said.
McLogan also said if there is $30 
million extra in May when the 
state has its revenue estimating 
conference, there will lx* no cut. 
And if there is any extra money. 
GVSU could be cut by less than $1 
million. It revenue projections are 
down, the cut will go into effect in
August iuid will be repeatedly cut 
every year, he said.
But (he Senate appropriations 
committee also approved the 
Capital Outlay Bill on March 23, 
which authorizes funds to build 
state agencies, state owned 
buildings and anything else that the 
state funds, McLogan said. Capital 
outlay funding involves a one-time 
fund from a separate part of the 
state’s budget that is for a project at 
hand and givs through the State 
Building Authority, he added.
“We ;uv ubout to be authorized to 
be able to spend up to $16 million, 
of which $12 million would come 
form the state and $4 million 
would be a Gr;uid Valley match, to
expand the facilities used by the 
Padnos College of Engineering 
and Computing and then do some 
remodeling in the Eberhard Center 
in the spaces that would be vacated 
by the Padnos College when it 
moves into this new wing.” 
McLogan said.
The bill has been approved by 
the senate, the governor has agreed 
to sign it and it is currently 
awaiting a vote by the house. 
McLogan said he has “every 
reason to expect that it will be 
agreed to by everyone involved.”
Jeff Ray of the Padnos College 
of Engineering said the funds tire 
much needed.
“We are very excited with the
possibility of this happening.” Ray 
said. He said the College of 
Engineering has been making the 
dean aware of a need for expansion 
for some time, but said he did not 
expect a possible change to occur 
as fast as it did.
The College of Engineering has 
seen a steady growth in enrollment 
and classes are usually full, Ray 
said. The expansion would most 
likely be attached to the Keller 
building, and would provide more 
space for labs, classrooms, lecture 
halls and meeting spaces.
GVSU is planning to open the 
new facility in July of 2(X)7 if the 
bill passes and plans are 
successful.
Psych majors observe the 
behavior of spider monkeys
GVSU student research 
team to determine the 
anxiety levels of spider 
monkeys at John Ball 
Zoo
By Dave
CYL Dinvtthwii Editor
Would spider monkeys lx* less 
anxious in an indoor room as 
opposed to a much larger outdoor 
exhibit? Though some 
zookeepers at John Ball /ax> think 
they would, four Grand Valley 
State University psychology 
students are trying to reach a 
decisive conclusion by charting 
tlx.' small primates' behavior.
“The oufckxx yard here is much 
bigger than the indoor yard.” said 
Ion toon, the GVSl 
psychology professor in charge of 
the study. “A lot of studies nave 
shown that when you bring ... a 
large group like this into a smaller 
area, it can cause them anxiety 
which we can measure 
behax totally.”
Cati Kidd, a junior psychology 
major, scribbled marks onto a 
chart while watching the 
monkeys attentively. She said 
behaviors like scratching, 
yawning and certain vocalization 
can all be indicators of anxiety.
There are other indicators, 
however, that resemble rather 
than mark anxious behavior. 
Tarou said. This makes the study 
nx>re complicated, but training to 
be able to spx>t these' differences is 
pros ided for the students w ho are 
involved, she said.
“There is a whole list of 
behaviors that they have to learn," 
Tarou said of the students 
participating in the study First the 
students learned which monkey is 
which. This can be determined by 
different facial expressions, 
physical build and behavior, she 
said. Then, the students learned to 
distinguish between a monkey's 
scratching out of anxiety and 
other gestures, like grooming
"They 're very similar, but yod 
have to know the difference.'' 
Tarou said
Another distinction includes 
whether or not two of the animals 
are being playful with one 
another, or are acting out of
aggression.
Katy Litzner. Stephanie 
Studwell and Amy Bartlett are 
also involved in the research. 
They, with Kidd, \isit the zixi at 
various times and are working on 
a volunteer basis. Tarou said.
The indoor research began in 
October. As temperatures become 
warmer, the monkeys will have 
the option of going outside, and 
outdoor research will begin. 
Eventually, all of the monkeys 
will be outside, and the research
will continue through July. Tarou 
said. Results will then be 
compared between the monkeys’ 
behavior inside versus outside.
Tarou also said the zoo 
welcomed the research team. 
“They were very supportive of us 
coming in." she said.
Tarou said the research will 
benefit the zoo. The more 
anxiety-free the animals are. the 
more active they will be and the 
more enjoyable the exhibits will 
be to watch, she said.
Barb Snyder, an animal curator 
at the zoo. said the students' 
research is a win-w in situation for 
both the students involved and the 
zoo.
"It's important for the academic 
community to have a venue to do 
research in. and for us. we get the 
reports after they’re done with the 
research, and we can see if there's 
something we can do to make 
things better for the animals, and 
that’s our No. 1 priority," Snyder 
said.
Snyder also said the zcxikeepers 
feel as though the monkeys seem 
less anxious in the indoor exhibit.
"That's what the keepers seem 
to feel, and of course they’re on 
the front line with the critters 
there.” she said.
The zookeepers have assisted 
the students doing the research by 
helping them identify individual 
monkeys, she said. The 
zookeepers have also begun to 
collect skx)l samples from the 
animals to test their hormone
levels. The research will compare 
levels from the inside exhibit 
versus the outside exhibit. This 
will be another indicator of the 
monkeys' anxiety levels, Snyder 
said.
Snyder said she is looking 
forward to the results of the 
students’ research. “Hopefully 
with the results of (the research) 
we can improve housing 
techniques both inside and 
outside for the animals,” she said.
Students launch real estate group on campus
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By Dave Miijjir
GVL Doumtoum Editor
Brad Haveman. a senior business 
economics major, saw an interest in 
real estate among his peers It was 
this interest that caused him and 
fellow student Jack IX'kker to co­
found the Seidman Real Estate 
Group, a tx'w student organization 
whose sights are set on real estate 
education and networking.
“()ur primary fexus is real estate 
investment." said Haveman. who is 
also the gnxip’s president. “We 
want to educate people about how 
you can use real estate as an 
investment tool, hut then we also 
want to provide networking 
opportunities with employers and 
future employers "
Haveman said the idea for the 
gnxip first dawned on him from an 
experience in his real estate 
economics class. He said when the 
instructor h;xl each student tell why 
he or she was taking the course, 
there was an overwhelming interest 
in real estate investment. Haveman 
then pitclxxl the idea of a real estate 
organization to Dekker. a 
sophomore finance major. ;ind the 
two subsequently posted a me.ssage 
txi blackboard and sent e mails to 
students they thixight would be 
interested
At first, the response was 
minimal aixl the group’s future
seemed dismal.
“The first couple of times we met 
it didn't seem like [the 
organization] was going to be a 
viable option because we didn’t 
have a lot of interest." Haveman 
said. “And then all of the sudden 
we had about 30 people show up at 
our next meeting."
Haveman added that after the 
interest in the organization grew, 
the group began inviting speakers 
to their meetings for education.
Terry Westbnxik. a local real 
estate agent with over 30 years of 
experience with Five Star Realty 
and former president of the Grand 
Rapids Association of Realtors, 
spoke to the group about investing 
in real estate and staying 
competitive in the industry by 
using technology. Haveman said. 
Another speaker was Chris 
Beckering. a commercial broker 
with Grubb and Ellis Paramount. 
Haveman said Beckering showed 
the gnxip some of the tools Grubb 
and Ellis Paramount uses when 
analyzing investments, and he also 
spoke about careers in commercial 
real estate.
Spencer Covey, who aided in the 
gnxip’s formation, said education 
in real estate is essential because of 
the high-level risk that investing in 
it can involve.
“The big thing ahixit real estate is 
that it's supposed to he a fairly risk- 
levs investment as far as you’re
buying a piece of property that’s 
almost guaranteed to go up in 
value," Covey said. “But the big 
thing is that you’ve got to bite the 
bullet on $15(),(XX) investment to 
do that "
Covey added that picking the 
wrong piece of property with this 
amount of money invested could 
be detrimental to the investor for 
several reasons. It is the group’s 
hope that it can curb future poor 
risks through education about all 
angles of the real estate game.
As for the group’s future, 
Haveman cited two things he 
hoped for. One is for the gnxip to 
be able to obtain its own property, 
rent it to GVSU students and turn 
the profits into scholarships. He 
said this is a long term goal, as the 
gnxip is still new. He also said he 
hopes the group maintains a solid 
core of members who are serious 
about learning more about real 
estate.
The Seidman Real Estate Gnxip 
meets every Thursday from 6-7 
p.m. Meeting places vary, but 
information regarding these can be 
obtained by e-mailing 
seidmanregCa)gmail.com. Next
week the gnxip is hosting speaker 
Guy Bazzani, a Grand Rapids real 
estate developer, to speak alxxit the 
“green" building movement and 
also the preservation of historic 
buildings.
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Courtesy of Kim Kenward
Teaching technology: GVSU chemistry professor Mary Karpen shows how one 
of her innovative programs works.
Displays offer 
teaching tools
Fourth annual Teaching 
with Technology Fair 
showcases faculty, staff 
and student learning 
innovations
By Dave Muuj®
GVL Downtown Editor
Educational Technology and the 
Pew Faculty Teaching and 
Learning Center held the fourth 
annual Teaching with Technology 
Fair on March 23. Several faculty 
and staff as well its a few students 
were asked to present the 
innovative things they are doing in 
or out of the classroom.
“This is to showcase what they’re 
doing in the classroom” Kim 
Kenward, the instructional 
designer for Academic Computing 
and Education Technology at 
GVSU and one of the fair’s 
directors, said.
The displays decorated the hall 
outside of the Loosemore 
Auditorium.
Mary Karpen, a chemistry 
professor who tcx)k home the fair’s 
Pew Teaching in Technology 
Award for having the best exhibit, 
said that a combination of her 
interest in both science and 
computers is responsible for the 
content of her award-winning 
display.
But it doesn't require knowledge 
of either to be able to understand 
how helpful Karpen’s display 
would be in the classroom.
With the click of the mouse, 
molecules representing elements 
can be brought together to form a 
compound shown on the computer 
screen. The individual atoms are 
seen as colored spheres and are 
bonded by white cylinders — all of 
which are shown in 3-D and can be 
rotated, in addition to many other 
animations. This chemistry 
program was one of three programs 
at Karpen’s display. All three 
programs involved science or 
engineering and were visual and 
interactive.
“That's major kudos for faculty 
to receive that award,” Kenward 
said of Karpen’s nomination.
While Karpen’s display served 
an educational purpose, Sean 
Lancaster’s served a more practical 
one- saving paper.
When Lancaster, an education, 
foundations and technology 
professor, found about 30 copies of 
a handout he had just given to his 
students in the trash, he decided to 
go electronic.
“I thought, there’s got to be a 
better way,” he said. “It’s just a 
waste of my time because I printed 
them out and copied them and [the 
students] are not going to look at 
them again.”
Lancaster then decided to make 
all of his handouts available as 
digital documents, and also began 
to have all of his students submit 
their assignments via e-mail. His 
way of utilizing the Web to 
eliminate the use of paper gave his 
display the title, “The Paperless 
Classroom.”
Carla Maniaci was one of the few 
students involved with the fair. The 
display she was involved in, 
"Corlesso Italiano,” portrayed the 
progress of the Italian program at 
GVSU.
“We’re kind of in the middle of 
building the Italian program,” she 
said. The Italian program is in its 
second year and her class was 
asked to make power point 
presentations for the fair which 
were shown on a large screen.
Throughout the fair, Alan 
November, co-founder of the 
Stanford Institute for Educational 
Leadership Through Technology, 
gave a keynote address and also a 
presentation that was aired through 
a distance-learning hookup to K-12 
teachers in Muskegon, Traverse 
City and Ottawa County. His 
keynote address provided a 
comical way of looking at 
technology education and his 
presentation showed how students 
and teachers can have better 
success surfing the Web by 
kxiking at the process in a critical 
way.
“We’re trying to encourage more 
of our faculty to see what the 
possibilities are with using 
technology, whether its blackboard 
or blogging, we want to showcase 
what other people are doing so they 
can see the possibilities,” Kenward 
said of the fair.
I AM
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complete, Reynolds will walk 
with other graduates this April. In 
September, she will study abroad at 
Trinity College of Dublin. Ireland. 
She said she is excited to study in 
an academically-focused
institution with an active 
community.
After studying in Ireland. 
Reynolds will pursue either a law 
degree at the University of 
Washington in Seattle or a graduate
degree at the London School of 
Economics. She said she hopes to 
someday work in higher education 
and national policy, possibly at the 
Department of Education in 
Washington. D.C.
Reynolds said she hopes to leave 
behind future leaders that will 
make a difference on campus — 
people she’s helped and mentored.
“I hope my greatest contribution 
to Grand Valley has been a people­
changing one.” Reynolds said. “In 
my opinion that’s what leadership 
really is — it's servant leadership.”
RELIEF
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organizations that have stepped 
up to the plate, such as Laker Pride, 
which is selling rubber bracelets 
for tsunami relief.
Brian Shelson, president of 
Laker Pride, said the bracelets are 
selling for $2 and that $ 1.20 will go 
toward tsunami disaster relief. The 
organization formed last semester 
with the thought of selling
bracelets for a worthwhile cause, 
Shelson said. Bracelets can be 
bought at the 2020 information 
desk.
Kroll said with various 
organizations engaged in the 
disaster relief efforts, little by little 
the GVSU community is uniting to 
make a difference.
“As a community people are 
working to do some good,” Kroll 
said. “Even if it’s a little bit, it’s still 
making a difference.”
Reload your
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Easter celebrated at zoo with egg hunt
Annual Easter egg hunt 
brought to John Ball 
Park by Grand Rapids 
youth Commonwealth
By Steve Rottschafer
GVL Staff Writer
Remember when life wasn’t 
a rat race — when you were a 
kid things were easier and all 
the little things mattered? For 
those who needed a dose of 
fond memories, one had to 
look no further than downtown 
this past weekend. Smiling 
laces abounded on child and 
parent alike, to start off the 
Easter weekend of 2005.
Hundreds of families visited 
John Ball Park on Saturday 
morning for the annual Easter 
egg hunt — an event provided 
by the Grand Rapids Youth 
Commonwealth.
Grouped by ages, youngsters 
anxiously awaited their turn to 
trounce onto the softball field 
and pick up as many treats as 
they could. The softball field 
as strewn with candies, juice 
and large packages of
marshmallow Peeps.
Mascots from local sports 
teams and businesses 
including Blitz, the Grand 
Rapids Rampage Rhino, 
Buddy, the Brann’s Restaurant 
Bull and the Easter Bunny 
entertained children and 
parents waiting in line. 
Although some children 
helped themselves to an 
innocent head start, on the 
signal, “Happy Easter!” the 
field was picked clean within 
three minutes.
Ages benefiting from the 
hunt were 12 and younger, 
although slightly older kids 
were not turned away.
“I’m sure that we have to do 
this again next year,” said Dan 
Johnson, father of two. 
“Everything ran really smooth 
for how many people are here, 
and my children loved it.”
Dylan, aged 7, smiled in 
agreement as he brandished 
his big box of Peeps. “I didn't 
know they were going to have 
stuff like this,” he said.
Easter has its origins in the 
ancient Saxons celebrating the 
return of spring with festivals 
commemorating their goddess
of springtime and of fertility, 
Eastre. The Easter bunny also 
has its roots in the Anglo- 
Saxon pagan tradition. The 
rabbit, or hare, was worshiped 
as the earthly symbol of 
Eastre. The Easter egg 
predates the Christian holiday, 
with the exchange of eggs 
between neighbors and 
children going on egg “hunts” 
because they believed the hare 
laid eggs in the grass for them 
to find.
Volunteers of all ages helped 
to spread more Easter goods 
on the outfield after each wave 
of children.
Abby Heugel, a Grand 
Valley State University 
alumna and worker for the 
Grand Rapids Youth 
Commonwealth, said “the 
event was great and the GRYC 
appreciates the strong support 
of all the volunteers and local 
businesses that helped with 
their time and effort.” Heugel 
also estimated the crowd of 
egg-hunters and families was 
around 2,500 people. “In spite 
of the rather cold and damp 
grounds, it was a great 
surprise to have all those
CVI tastyn Gilbert
Egg-«‘llent hunt: Tara Marlin and her 
sister Tessa Martin look at the prizes 
they received for participating in the 
Easter egg hunt at John Ball rark 
Saturday morning.__________________
people come out,” Heugel 
said.
Money for the event was 
raised through the donations 
from local individuals and 
businesses, and volunteer 
work from the GRYC.
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ARNING :The consumption of alcohol may keep 
roommates or neighbors up all night.
56%'ot GV students say their lives are 
interfered with due to other studentllarinklng.
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Looking
forward
As Grand Valley's Student Senate elections 
approach, several shortcomings and warning 
signs demonstrate a disturbing trend toward 
student a/xith\\ both in the senate and in the 
student population as a whole.
I
t in disturbing to know that next year, the Student Senate 
will begin the year with a body that is not full. Elections, 
if they can even be described as such. are. at this point, 
meaningless.
As of press time, the senate "had received only 40 election 
packets from candidates who were interested in running for a 
position in the student government.
While this is another setback for the Student Senate, it is 
indicative of a larger problem that frequently rears its ugly 
head across campus: student apathy.
The senate has developed a bad reputation from some student 
organizations who have taken issue with the way the senate 
allocates the vast amounts of money they are in charge of, but 
students must realize the fact that student involvement and 
advocacy is a cornerstone T n tfe student government.
It is a sad state of affairs when oat o. e 22,000 students at 
GYSLT only 40 of the standard 4^ students that can be 
selected to the body want to . kc pan. That means this year, 
everyone who turned in i co pleted election packet (with 75 
signatures) v\ dl be ap 
In reality, there shot 
positions. The student
to implement institut 
Were you upset abo
ie body.
aon for these
s one he most effective ways 
ange ai he university.
\;ng fee Did you wish Kleiner
was open just a little on longer at night? Both of those are 
good examples of issues that affect students on campus that 
the senate took a vested interest in and worked with 
administration on to ensure a student voice was heard.
Students must realize the administration and university 
higher-ups often consider the student government the sole 
avenue of student input on campus. They interpret the Student 
Senate as a group of students who are advocates for the 
student body.
Realizing the senate tries to ensure the inclusion of a student 
voice, students must realize the senate derives its power from 
the students they represent.
In the upcoming elections for senate, students across campus 
will vote, not only on the guaranteed 40 candidates, but on 
two ballot proposals. One would allow the student body at 
large to elect the body president instead of the election taking 
place within the current body; the other will gauge support for 
an online textbook swap site for GVSU students.
While students may have developed a distaste for the student 
government at G\ SlT. it is important to remember the senate 
tv representative of the student voice at the university. Instead 
of continuing apathy, it is time for students to take ownership 
of their campus by taking action through involvement instead 
of complaining that their student government does not 
represent them.
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GVL SPEAK UP ~
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:
Do you leel that you’re at risk for having your
identity stolen?
“I feel like everybody's 
at risk because 
everybody's doing it, 
and the more people 
who are doing it the 
more you re at risk."
"I am a little afraid 
because the university 
has my social security 
number. ”
“Yes, because a lot of 
times you have to use 
your social security 
number for application 
purposes, which puts 
you at risk. ”
“ Yeah I do. The reason 
is I came from 
Community College 
with ali of my 
information on a 
school laptop, and the 
laptops were stolen. If 
it happened there, why 
couldn't it happen 
here?"
Christina Jackson 
Sophomore 
Sociology major
Frank Foster 
Freshman 
Finance major
Ashley Velardo 
Sophomore
Criminal Justice major
Nick Kastelz 
Junior
Film and Video major
“Not at all. I think 
people kind of set 
themselves up for 
that. ”
“I don't personally feel 
at risk but it's happened 
to some people I've 
known. But people 
should be more 
informed. ”
“Not really, because I 
have the protection of 
A.O.L.”
“Yeah, at the college 
here your student 
number is your social 
security number, and 
anyone lias access to 
that. ”
Jamie Chapman Leon Palmer Alan Hus
Sophomore Senior Sophomore
Advertising and Public Geography! Planning undecided
Relations major major
Brenda Gentz 
Junior
English major
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Spring shows a little leg
Brian Perry
writes for the 
GVL opinion 
Hin n icw s do
X
not necessarily 
represent those 
of the 
now >papcr
Spring ism the air. and with the 
changing til the sennas comes the 
changing of student behavior on 
tampus No kniger do w* 
irxiuNr Kskimos lighting for 
survival We no kvtger crave for a 
snow day h\ okay, though. 
bcca«< vmp can almost xc 
summer vacation In just * few 
short works we ll be out of this 
f-iace <>ome of us hr good) and 
ewovmg a techng of at lead 
tctnfvrery reiavatoon For me. 
spring means back to walking 
from f amfiuv WeM m all my 
ciftsarx So 1 don't want ho hear 
any whinny ihit how the 
purling lets «e so far from the
buildings. My hike is almost a 
mile You like to say yours is. hut I 
know better
Spring also tends to hnng the 
smokers out m droves. Why is it 
that we ask the smokers to stand 
25 feet aw ay from the buildings, 
yet we put the ashtrays exactly 
one toot from the buildings? This 
generally leads smokers to stay 
closer to the buildings. Then we 
have to put up more signs that say 
you must stay 25 feet aw ay w hen 
smoking Option B would he to let 
the smokers drop their butts 25 
feet away, whetv we want them 
(the smokers, not the buns), and 
let the liner buiki up. I'd like to 
thank smokers for not choosing 
that option Option C. the most 
obvious option, and yet the one 
not taken, would he to move the 
ashtrays. How often would 
students he truly inconvenienced if 
the garbage cans wen* moved 7 In 
almost every case we would still 
pass them in our daily travels. 
Move the sniptd things so that the 
smokers can accommodate us.
We ll all kwk levs ridiculous in the
process.
For many of us spring brings a 
new level of physical activity. We 
shed our w inter coats and then 
realize it's time to shed the winter 
flab. You've probably already seen 
a high number of students 
outdoors. Running, playing catch 
with frisbees or baseballs, or 
playing football is now part of the 
daily routine. Three weeks before 
Spring Break the Rec Center fills 
w ith students. After break the 
place is empty. Now. again, our 
collective activity level picks up as 
we begin to realize that the real 
bikini season is around the comer.
Cars seem to change in the 
spring too. Tops are lowered, 
stereos get louder. ;ind the one- 
handed lean-back drive is back in 
style. Watch out for had drivers. 
These are the same people who 
scrape their w indshields in the 
winter hut not their lights It 
doesn’t do much good to use your 
turn signal when no one can see it.
Not all of the behaviors 
associated with spring are positive. 
There's a certain gnxip of students
who will use the changing weather 
to cause you personal harm. No. 
it’s not the Republicans. It’s those 
idiots who think that 50 degree 
weather calls for shorts and 
sandals. I'm already seeing them 
on campus. These kids splash 
through nearly ice cold puddles 
wearing next to nothing. They fail 
to realize that 50 degrees is only 
18 degrees above freezing. 1 know 
we all w ish we were back in 
Cancun, hut get real. At 55 
degrees these people trade 
sweatshirts for t-shirts. At 60 they 
sport tank tops. And then flu 
season starts all over again. I 
know the high 60s we hit this 
week was really nice, but that 
won’t last. Have you seen the 
forecast? Spring has not sprung. It 
has merely shown a little leg, 
trying to get us excited for what is 
upcoming. This spring you can 
help make Cirand Valley a 
healthier place. If you see a punk 
wearing sandals, push him in the 
nearest snow bank
‘We’re using so much 
unbelievable.”
rjrxA
- Hannah Graff
GVSU sophomore
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author’s 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
dropped off in person. Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to 
edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for ermrx 
that appear in pnnt as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
email typographic emirs.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may he withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff
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Repeal the Bill of Rights
If a person stops to think about 
it, most of the problems we are 
having can be traced to the Bill of 
Rights — or more precisely, to the 
way it has been interpreted by the 
Supreme Court. “Freedom of 
speech” has been twisted to mean 
that pomographers can sell their 
filth, and that anybody can say 
whatever he wants, whether it’s 
good for society or not. And 
“freedom of religion” has been 
twisted to mean children can’t 
pray in public schools any more. 
And the “right to happiness” has 
been twisted to mean women can 
have abortion after abortion if 
they’re “unhappy” being pregnant. 
And think how many drug 
pushers and criminals have gotten 
off scot-free because their “rights” 
were supposedly violated after 
they had robbed or killed 
somebody.
A lot of people hoped the new 
Supreme Court, rid of the “Liberal 
Majority” which had made all 
these terrible rulings, would 
overturn them. But it’s clear now 
that they won’t. No Supreme 
Court can reverse the ruling of an 
earlier Supreme Court, so we are 
stuck with these interpretations as 
long as there is a Bill of Rights.
We will soon be destroyed as a 
nation because of them.
So the only thing we can do, to 
make America the free, pure, safe 
Christian nation that the founding 
fathers intended it to be. is to 
repeal the Bill of Rights.
Thank you.
Bob Meyer
Bake sale psychology
Does anyone want to learn to 
fish? Here’s two easy lessons and 
an application; Kohlberg’s six 
stages of moral thinking vis a vis 
neurosciences’
experiential/intellectual learning 
vis a vis the College 
Republications’ behavior.
From my Ed. Psyc textbook are 
Kohlbergs’ (paraphrased) six 
stages; “ 1. Punishment-Avoidance 
and Obedience;.. .decisions based 
on what is best for themselves, 
without regard for others’ needs or 
feelings. They obey rules if 
established by more powerful 
individuals; they disobey when 
they can do so w ithout getting 
caught. 2. Exchange of 
Favors;.. .begin to recognize 
others also have needs. They may 
attempt to satisfy others’ needs if 
their own needs are also met.
.. define right and wrong in terms 
of consequences to themselves. 3. 
Good Boy/ Good Girl; .. .moral 
decisions based on what actions 
will please others, especially 
authority figures. ...sharing, trust, 
and loyalty (emerge). 4. Law and 
Order; Individuals look to society 
as a whole... |on| what is right 
and wrong. They perceive rules to 
be inflexible and believe it is their 
“duty” to obey them. 5. Social 
Contract; ...rules represent an 
agreement among people about 
appropriate behavior. ...roles are 
flexible and can be changed if 
they no longer meet society’s 
needs. 6. Universal Ethical 
Principle; individuals adhere to a 
small number of abstract, 
universal principles that transcend 
specific, concrete rules."
From my Philosophy of Science 
textbook, Alcock talks of 
neurosciences’ discoveries on 
learning. Experiential learning 
“.. .is tied very much to the 
automatic associations that the 
nervous system constructs on the 
basis of temporal contiguity and 
resemblance and is more likely to 
involve emotion.. .(p66) (and)
.. .and the more aroused they 
become, the more their thinking is 
nonanalytical. concrete and action 
oriented” (p67). On Intellectual 
learning . as the child grows a 
second form of knowledge 
acquisition gradually develops. 
This form is based on the mental 
manipulations of ideas and 
concepts, rather than.. personal 
experience. It is usually 
deliberated instead of automatic, 
and can be carried on quite 
independently of emotion" (p66).
So far. we’ve looked at 
equipment, a rod and reel as it 
were. Good sound reasoning too; 
these authors are distinguish**! 
professors. Now I’ll show you a 
few casts, you can develop your 
own technique. Is the College 
Republicans' opposition of 
affirmative action "based on what 
is best for themselves, without 
regard for others’ needs or 
feelings?” Are their actions 
“based on what actions will please 
others, especially authority 
figures" (like the Nuge)? If they 
say, . .rules are flexible and can 
be changed if they no longer meet 
society’s needs” do they show that 
racism has ended? Are their 
actions designed to trigger 
“automatic associations that the 
nervous system constructs on the 
basis of temporal contiguity and 
resemblance" with the result that
. .the more aroused they 
become, the more their thinking is 
nonanalytical. concrete and action 
oriented?” Are their arguments 
good sound selfless reasons, or 
selfish reasons that sound good?
Here's a closing thought to cast 
about. Opinions are like 
asses...some are well formed.
Sincerely, S. Paul Meek
A
Citations:
1 Educational Psychology; 
Developing Learners, Ormrod 
(2(XX)). Prentice-Hall. N.J p99
2 The Right From Science and 
Reason, Gross, Levitt, & Lewis, 
eds. (19%). John Hopkins 
University Press, Baltimore.
Lanthorn liberal, not campus
After reading your poorly 
written article on the "Affirmative 
Action Bake sale," the only 
conclusion 1 can draw is not that 
the campus is liberal as your 
article claims, but that the 
Lanthom editors are liberal. 
Without any regard for an 
unbiased forum for discussing 
issues, this paper instead blatantly 
decided to use editorial power to 
choose a side in the debate.
Aside from my remarks about 
your editorial staff. 1 would also 
like to reply to your editorial. 1 
am wondering exactly which 
students would be offended by 
this real-life example of 
affirmative action? If someone is 
offended, perhaps instead of 
complaining about the College 
Republicans, maybe they should 
complain to the university to 
eliminate the school’s affirmative 
action policy. The reason for 
using a bake sale is to model a 
principle from the abstract (at least 
to a majority of students) and 
illustrate it in a real world 
demonstration. In this instance, 
the bake sale was highly effective, 
as your article illustrates if one 
reads between the lines. Your 
article claims students were 
off ended, but suppose the students 
are offended by affirmative action 
itself. Instead of complaining 
about the College Republicans, 
instead complain about the policy 
itself. Join the College 
Republicans in their effort to 
repeal this outrageous policy.
1 also take issue w ith your claim 
that this disrespects “common 
decency." Once again, your staff 
has made a claim with no 
evidence to back it up. I ask. w hat 
was wrong with a bake sale? As a 
matter of fact, on the day the 
College Republicans had their 
bake sale, at least two other 
groups were having a bake side in 
the same area. Instead of being 
indecent, this is the ultimate free- 
market expression. Students were 
allowed to choose which group to 
purchase baked goods from. With 
respect to having a site in Kirkhof 
Center, isn’t it better to allow a 
student group to use the facility 
rather than an outside group such 
as the flea market lady and the 
liberal T-shirt guy? Once again. 1 
wonder, what was indecent? 
Perhaps the Lanthom is indecent 
because one could easily claim 
that the Lanthom. in its biased 
reporting, are in effect stifling 
debate and insulting groups while 
at the same time, allowing other 
groups to go unchallenged.
Thank you.
Adam Bradley
YBBW member made racist 
comment
In the article "Bake sale causes 
controversy.” Kimberly Pearson, a 
junior Lind president of You 
Beautiful Black Woman was 
quoted as saying "They fail to 
realize that they have what is 
c;illed white privilege. They live in 
a world where they don’t see other 
groups of peoples' struggles and 
backgrounds. If they ev er had to 
step outside their box or comfort 
zone, they would see what it’s like 
to be part of a system that has 
[been] set up to fail us."
Ms. Pearson should immediately 
step down as president of You 
Beautiful Black Woman and the 
group she represents should 
publicly apologize to the people 
she offended for such a racist 
comment
Ashley Chaney, a Grand Rapids 
junior and editor of Stand UP!, a 
campus new sletter serving black 
students, said the bake side was 
offensive. "If you're against 
affirmative action, that’s fine, but 
you need to be respectful of other 
people.” Chaney said.
Obviously the bake sale was not 
respectful of other people, but 
what was worse was the racist 
comment made by Kimberly 
Pearson that was published in the 
Lanthom.
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While Ms. Pearson showed her 
racist beliefs, it was sophomore 
and YBBW member Vivian 
Kendall that reminded us that an 
organization can be made up by 
more than a few nusguided 
individuals. 1 lcxik forward to 
reading both organizations’ official 
responses in the l^uithom.
Doug Carlin
Grand Valley Double 
Standard
Last week the College 
Republican club on campus had 
an affirmative action bake sale, 
which caused a huge uproar in the 
Grand Valley campus community. 
Now because of at least four 
student complaints the university 
is looking at a variety of actions to 
being possibly suspended or even 
having the group’s student life 
money taken away. I was just 
curious as to why this didn’t 
happen 2-3 years ago when a 
‘liberal’ group on campus had 
about the same set up. They had a 
table in Kirkhof. about the same 
prices and that; the only thing that 
I am not sure of is if they sold any 
baked goods. So why this student 
group? I think the reason lies in 
the fact that another student group 
and a bake sale and T-shirt sale in 
the table next to this one. Who 
ever schedules tables at Kirkhof 
should have a policy of no similar 
events, like two bake sides going 
on. I guess I also wonder and/or 
would hope GVSU makes non­
student groups that sell in Kirkhof 
have to pay in order to set up 
shop.
Also, the article made light of 
last years Ted Nugent event, 
which brought some controversy. 
While Nugent is not politically 
correct sometimes he was brought 
in to discuss a positive way of life, 
clean respectful living without 
using drugs or alcohol. The 
GVSU community has made it 
out that Ted Nugent is a ‘bad’ 
person and should not have been 
brought in. Why then was the 
fieldhouse packed? A lot of people 
must have been interested in what 
he had to say. and why not he’s 
got credentials. Here’s a quick 
short list: MI Conservationist of 
the Year 1999. honored on the 
floor Of the US. Senate. 1994. 
Recipient of numerous 
commendations from state police, 
sheriff departments. FBI, DEA, 
U.S. Army and police agencies 
nationwide. Spokesman for 
National Field Archers 
Association. Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving. Big Brothers & 
Big Sisters. Drug Abuse 
Resistance Education (D A R E.) 
law enforcement program and a 
Michigan County Sheriff Deputy 
from 1978-present.
He must not be that bad of a guy 
if these groups find him w orthy of 
these honors. Now what was not 
mentioned was the fact that a 
liberal group on campus brought 
in Amiri Baraka about a week or 
so later to tidk. While I personally 
didn't like this fact 1 thought that 
maybe someone else would like to 
listen to his point of view but 1 did 
not attend. Baraka is an author for 
those of you who do not know 
that likes to write about things that 
promote racism, bigotry and 
intolerance directed especially at 
w hites, Jews and gays. Again 
seems to be that the liberal student 
gnxips don't have a problem 
doing something like this but the 
conservative students do.
I hope you find this as insightful 
as I before you question or mock 
the intentions of this student 
group.
Chance Bidelman
Come to speech on 
affirmative action .
While the GVSU College 
Republicans certainly have the 
right to express their views and 
engage others in discourse, it 
seems rather counterproductive to 
engage in an activity that 1) 
trivializes affirmative action, 2) 
reduces to inane simplicity a 
highly complex mechanism aimed 
at achieving social justice, 3) 
predictably will gamer argument, 
not dialogue, and 4) despite their 
assertions to the contrary, is 
intended to offend the sensibilities 
of women and minorities.
I extend an invitation to the 
College Republicans and their
supporters to attend the mini- 
lecture on affirmative action 1 am 
scheduled to deliver on the GVSU 
campus. Thursday (3/31) 
afternoon. If nothing else, they 
will witness a proponent of 
affirmative action advancing an 
argument without resorting to 
juvenile-inspired theatrics.
Jose J. Soto
Lincoln, NE
Office of Student Life in the 
right
As an alumna of GVSU, I was 
disturbed by an article in my local 
paper regarding the recent 
"Affirmative Action Bake Sale.” 
The actions of the College 
Republicans prove them to be 
ignorant and insensitive. And 
although those actions belong to 
them, the fallout reflects on Grand 
Valley to a degree. Did they ever 
think about how negative publicity 
would impact the university and 
its image — not only to 
prospective students but also to 
the alumni who support the 
university with scholarship and 
capital campaign dollars?
As disgusted as I am by this 
stunt; however, I am pleased that 
the Student Life Office is taking 
action. I also appreciate the 
Lanthom’s stand, denouncing this 
tasteless demonstration of free 
speech.
Thank you for your online 
coverage. I will certainly be 
coming back to the site to view 
further developments about this 
and other GVSU stories.
Jean Bement ’94
Mason, Michigan
Government doesn’t protect 
love, it protects marriage
IN RESPONSE TO THE GVL 
STUDENT OPINION:
Celebrating love, no marriage - 
Thursday. March 17. 2(X)5
Apparently there is a terrible 
infringement upon our 
constitutional rights of life, liberty 
and pursuit of happiness that is 
only now coming to light. 
According to Brian Perry our 
country is interested in the love 
lives of its citizens to the point that 
it deems it necessary to regulate it. 
I knew that my parents were 
interested in carefully influencing 
my emotional attachments, but I 
never knew that “Big Brother” 
was looking over my shoulder on 
every date as well. Imagine my 
surprise when I read in the 
Lanthom that our government is 
actually in the business of 
“recognizing love” and not simply 
sanctioning marriage. It appears 
that I have been duped into 
believing that our government was 
actually upholding the values on 
which our country was founded 
upon while all along they were 
carefully trying to manipulate and 
control my emotions. Or could it 
be that, like many others. Brian 
Perry’s enthusiasm for his good 
friend is misguided. Yes, our 
nation only affirms heterosexual 
marriages, but they have never 
regulated love. Our government is 
completely languid in the area of 
personal love. If you love your 
mother, your girlfriend, your 
boyfriend, your pet Chihuahua or 
even your Apple Jacks, they do 
not care. However, if you want to 
marry your pet Chihuahua or your 
choice of cereal the government 
will take exception. Why? They 
are simply trying to protect the 
institution that provided a firm 
foundation for this country to be 
built upon. I understand that it 
may seem unjust and disrespectful 
to those that disagree; but truth 
supercedes personal opinion. 
Maybe before any hubris criticism 
is articulated there should be a 
careful investigation into the 
significance of heterosexual 
marriage and the suppositions 
upon which it was established.
TTie French nobleman Alexis de 
Tocqueville said. “ America is 
great because America is good; 
and if America ever ceases to be 
good, then she will also cease to 
be great." Our nation is great, 
mainly because it was bom out of 
a proven value system; that is why 
we should always walk 
circumspectly as it relates to the 
issues that matter to our country.
Kevin I*y craft
Greenville, MI
Bake sale not first of its kind
I’ve been out of the “College 
Republican lixip” for quite some 
time this year, and this affirmative 
action bake sale came as a big 
surprise to me. A few months ago,
I advised the club not to do it. as it 
was clear what the response would 
be. Although the response to the 
bake sale is at least somewhat 
justifiable, as usual, it’s rife with 
hypocrisy and convenient 
omissions of facts.
First of all, this is hardly the first 
“discriminatory” bake sale to be 
held at GVSU. I vividly recall a 
bake sale in Kirkhof Center during 
the 2(XX)/2(X)1 academic year, 
when a women’s’ group sold 
baked gixxls at $ 1 .(X) for men, and 
$.75 for women. A couple years 
later. I recall walking by a bake 
sale hosted by a cultural group, 
selling items at disparate rates 
according to statistics on racial 
discrimination. Is it just me, or did 
those groups not violate the same 
rules the College Republicans are 
currently alleged to have violated?
Also, I don’t recall the same 
degree of earth-shattering outrage 
and official university denouncing 
of those above-mentioned bake 
sales. I don’t recall the Lanthom 
lambasting those groups for such 
heinous acts of discrimination and 
insensitivity to others' feelings.
Can we honestly expect GVSU 
students to survive in a culture 
where 229 years of equality and 
fairness are shredded by a single 
cup cake?
Finally, based upon the latest 
moralizing by our leaders here at 
GVSU, we can all breath a 
collective sigh of relief that this 
university does not tolerate ANY 
form of discrimination, and 
through its offices and affirmative 
action policies, does not treat 
students disparately based upon 
race, ethnicity or gender. Surely if 
such a policy were to exist, say, 
certain benefits were given to 
individuals based SOLELY upon 
their gender or skin color 
(regardless of those individuals’ 
economic needs), then I have 
absolutely no doubt that our 
administration would act at once 
to eradicate that unjust, intolerant, 
ignorant, unfair, and 
discriminatory policy.
Mike Wescott
Class could have offered 
more perspective
I was disturbed but not surprised 
to read of the recent “bake sale" of 
Kyle Rausch and his friends.
Kyle was in my class on public 
personnel policy and 
administration during Fall, ‘04.
We spent several class sessions 
specifically on affirmative action 
policies in the workplace. Much 
of the course is oriented around 
ongoing reforms in human 
resource practices, reforms 
prodded in good part by legal and 
economic action involving 
affirmative action and related 
policies. I know Kyle was 
preoccupied with the national 
election last Fall; weren't we all. 
He must have missed a few key 
classes where crucial summations 
could have helped him avoid his 
recent flawed action. Just one 
simple example, he should have 
learned that white males would 
have gotten cupcakes free, or 
nearly so. and that women and 
minorities would have been the 
ones charged as much as $2.00 
each. I'm sorry that apparently in 
some cases the real world is not 
allowed to inform ideology.
Prof. Mike Mast
What is good for the goose. Is 
good for the gander
I am writing in support of the 
students on your campus that 
recently held an “affirmative 
action” bake sale. It is important 
to note that I do not know any of 
the students involved. My e-mail 
is in response to an article 
published in the Lansing State 
Journal.
The students in question were 
simply exercising their rights as 
citizens to express their opinions.
I find their vehicle of expression 
both creative and runusing. The 
fact that they may have offended 
some other students simply 
indicates that the subject matter is 
controversial. If your governing
txxly censors or suspends these 
students, then they must do so 
with any and every other group 
that has an offensive message.
You will find that just about any 
stand your students could take 
would be offensive to some of the 
others.
If your review board determines 
that the students "crossed the 
line,” what message will that send 
to the public? I’ll tell you. It will 
say that Grand Valley is a 
University that is more afraid of 
offending minorities than it is 
interested in respecting the rights 
of ALL persons to exercise their 
right to free speech.
College is a time when students 
come together to leam new ideas 
and be exposed to people of all 
backgrounds and persuasions. It 
would be the height of hypocrisy 
to discipline these students when 
other groups are allowed to voice 
equally offensive opinions simply 
because they bow at the left-wing 
altar of "politically correctness,”
Respectfully yours.
Dona Battisfore-Krebs
Lake Odessa, MI
Stuck with discrimination
I am very disappointed in the 
Grand Valley State University 
sanctioning its chapter of the 
College Republicans for the 
chapter’s affirmative action bake 
sale. Action against the 
Republicans in this case is an 
attack on free speech, but as a 
student there, this does not 
surprise me. In an effort to be 
politically correct, the school 
would rather limit a constitutional 
right than appear insensitive.
During the bake sale, the 
College GOP sold treats at 
different prices for people of 
different backgrounds, giving 
discounts to minorities. Grand 
Valley and its Student Senate, 
accorciing Friday’s Grand Rapids 
Press, are considering sanctions 
because some students lodged 
complaints that they were 
offended. My response to the 
offended is — at least they were 
able to choose whether or not to 
buy the baked goods. The rest of 
us do not have the opportunity to 
choose whether or not to live with 
discrimination. We are stuck with 
it. Every time skin color is 
employed to fill a job or quotas to 
admit students to a school, 
discrimination occurs.
I find it very disappointing that 
the same people who were 
offended by the discounted cookie 
are working hard to eliminate 
race-based admissions, 
scholarships, and job offers.
Sincerely.
Bob Genetski
Bake sale similar to liberal 
demonstrations
I am appalled by the lack of 
openmindedness shown by many 
people with regard to the recent 
College Republican's bake sale, 
especially by Ms. Pearson of the 
YBBW. She assumes that all 
whites cannot possibly know how 
hard it is to be black. Why is she 
playing the victim? Why does she 
choose to continue this legacy of 
feeling victimized when she 
should be doing what she says 
she’s doing: celebrating her 
culture! That bake sale idea was 
no different than some of the 
experiments that black groups and 
Democrats have done on college 
campuses for years, attempting to 
make white people understand 
how tough it is to be a minority in 
a "white man’s world." Like 
making them sit in a certain place 
at an event or at the back of a bus. 
You know, like those assemblies 
where everyone is assigned to a 
color group and each group gets 
treated differently? And they held 
these sort of assemblies in public 
high schools as far back as the 
1970s when I was a student. You 
didn't hear any of us whites 
complaining then or now. So, 
what the heck is the difference? 
You know, it’s all right if 
DenxxraLs try to make a statement 
— even with violence — but don’t 
let the Republicans, let alone white 
male Republicans have a little 
bake sale to make a point! Tell 
me. where is the equal opportunity 
and the freedom of expression in 
that?
Chervil Ruley
Grayling, MI
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er the uence
ove the law
Students drinking on 
campus may face harsh 
penalties if caught
thinks alcohol is more prevalent in the areas at the extreme ends of 
campus (like Laker Village and Gnuui Vulley Apartments).
"The further away you’re from the core campus, the more violations 
you’re going to see." Beachnau said
Beachnau said he still thinks there is quite a bit of alcohol use that goes 
undetected.
“Any time you are dealing with kind of an enforcement or a policy 
violation. 1 suspect we clearly don't see all the violations." Beachnau 
said.
ACE
Students that are caught using alcohol on campus go through the 
Alcohol Campus Education program. The two-hour session gives the 
participants background information on the impact of alcohol, discusses 
the policies on campus and address “risky-type behaviors” titan can 
result from lltc use of alcohol. Beachnau said
Eric Klingensmith, coordinator of crisis intervention in the Counseling 
and C areer Development Center, said tltey see about 250 students a year 
in ACE as a result of Ixuising referrals.
There are three steps of tlx* ACH program. Klingensmith said.
ACE 1 is centered on educational awareness and addressing 
misconceptions about alcohol Klingensmith said only a “handful” of 
people have to come back for ACE 2 if there is another violation.
The second segment of ACE is dubbed ACE 2, Unlike the first session, 
this meeting is one-on-one with a counselor from the center. It is an 
assessment to determine if the person needs something more than 
increased awareness. Recommendations are made for the student.
If the problem persists, the issue is then between the student and 
officials from the appropriate university departments possibly including 
the ».lean of students, he added
“ACE 3, so to speak, is much more based on tire situation and what the 
needs arc and what's been going on." Klingensmith said.
DPS and fheir role
If DPS is cal lev! to the scene of a disturbance, it first identifies all the 
individuals who were involved.
Zoulek said alcohol use may he ev ident in some cases, hut not always. 
For example, intoxicated students may stumble, be holding it or smell of 
it. When the officer asks if an indiv idual has consumed alcohol, most 
people arc honest alxnit whether or not they have, lie added.
Non-GVSU students may lx* given trespassing violations and not 
allowed hack on campus property, depending on their behavior and 
demeanor during the investigation. Zoulek said.
“That does happen quite often." he said. He said some guests feel
they’re “invincible" since they’re not at their home school and may ihx 
want cooperate with authorities.
Students under the age of 21 who have consumed or are consuming 
alcohol can be cited with a minor in possession (MIP), Zoulek said.
"It's illegal to obviously have alcohol on your person if you’re 
underage, so right there is a direct MIP," Zoulek said.
During investigations, officers try to determine how much alcohol the 
person has consumed, Zoulek said. This is not just for the purpose of the 
investigation. It also ensures the person does not need medical attention.
"That is always our first concern,” Zoulek said. "Above and beyond 
the MIP, we want to make sure that everybody’s safe."
Many people, especially near the beginning of the school year, drink 
tix) much alcohol, Zoulek said. At that point, an MIP is one of the last 
things officers are worried about, he added.
Underage students can also receive an MIP if the amount of alcohol in 
their system exceeds the legal limit, Zoulek said.
MIPs and the legal implications
If a student receives an MIP citation, they are scheduled for a court 
date. Zoulek explained.
For a first-time offense, the penalty can range in fines and court costs 
of about $200.
Students will go in front of Judge Kenneth Post in 58th District Court 
in Hudsonville, Zoulek said.
Generally, all the people from a specific group will appear in court 
together, but Post talks with them indiv idually to hear their side of the 
story, even though much of the information is already in the police 
report.
“He likes to hear their side - the subject openly speak about what took 
place that night,” Zoulek said.
Post also educates the individuals on the dangers of underage drinking, 
Zoulek added.
“A lot of times, our contact with students is actually an educational 
contact," Zoulek said.
Individuals have the choice of pleading guilty or not guilty to the MIP, 
Zoulek said. If they plead guilty, they are asked to pay the fines and court 
costs tin their way out of court and that is essentially the end of it.
If they plead innocent, however, the case goes to either a formal or 
non-formal trial. Zoulek said, however, that in his three years at DPS. he 
has never gone to court for an MIP.
If another offense occurs, more fines are imposed. ;uid jail time is a 
possibility, as is the loss of a driver’s license.
Harsh penalties can also be imposed on providers of alcohol to 
underage students, regardless of age. Fines can exceed $ 1.000 and jail 
time can be between one and three days for each person under 21.
By Alan Ingram
GVL News Editor
“Hey, want another beer?" Those four words, when overheaid by a 
resident assistant, could turn an evening with friends into w eeks of stress
and expenses
Grand Valley State University encounters alcohol issues just like many 
other college campuses across the country. About 300 people living on 
campus face alcohol violations in a year, said Andy Beachnau. director 
of housing.
Alcohol in on-campus housing
Even though about 300 alcohol violations are reported in on-campus 
housing annually; that number has stayed steady over the past the few 
years, even while the number of students living on campus has gone up. 
Beachnau said.
“So the percentages of violation has gone down." he said, "hut the 
continued growth of campus has gone up."
All living centers on campus are alcohol free, Beachnau said. 
Generally, first year students often reside in the living centers. He added 
that even if students are legally able to drink, they cannot have alcohol 
in those areas.
The policy is different in the apartments on campus. Students 21 or 
over can have alcohol in their rooms, but minors cannot be present if 
they’re drinking.
To differentiate between apartments on campus and living centers, 
Beachnau said students who do not have a required meal plan generally 
live in the apartments.
“I think it’s the No. 1 problem we have on our campus," Beachnau said 
of alcohol abuse in dorms. “It’s probably the No. 1 problem on a lot of 
campuses."
Community Police Officer Craig Zoulek said many of the people who 
get caught draw attention to themselves.
"People that are sober tend not to break things or act out in a violent 
or threatening manner.” Beachnau said.
The Department of Public Safety is called if students are behaving in 
an unsafe manner or members of housing are concerned, Beachnau said.
Zoulek also said some of the incidents with alcohol do occur when 
people are coming back from off-campus parties.
“A lot of times we’re having contact with them because they were 
carrying on and, you know, drawing attention to themselves for 
whatever reason," Zoulek said.
While Zoulek said he did not think there was one particular area on 
that had more alcohol violations than others, Beachnau said he
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After the baseball team of 
Grand Valley Stale 
University won a record 
amount of games on its 
spring break trip, its 
momentum has been stalled 
with the cancellation of their 
last eight games due to 
weather They are scheduled 
again at home this weekend
15
On Monday, the Grand 
Valley State University 
football team began spring 
practices. The Lakers have 15 
practices scheduled for the 
coming spring season, in 
hopes to prepare for another 
run at the Division 11 National 
Championship. The Laker 
coaching staff will keep their 
eyes on the 84 players invited 
to the practices
7
This weekend will be an 
active stint for many of the 
GVSU sport squads Seven 
athletic teams from GVSU 
w ill enter competition. The 
base bill 1 and softball teams 
are the only teams scheduled 
to play on home turf
53
Last weekend. Seattle 
Pacific University, the team 
that knocked the GVSU 
women’s basketball team out 
of its national championship 
run. put up 53 points in the 
Division II National 
Championship The Falcons 
fell short as Washburn took 
the title 70-53. capping off 
the 2tXU-2005 women's 
basketball season
Getyour 
news 
online!
www.lanthom.com
Laker of 
the Week
Senior Branoon 
McFarland is named 
Laker of the Week, 
putting up the best 
offensive statistics for 
Grand VeRey State 
University’s baseball 
team. McFarland has 22 
hits on 45 at-bats this 
season giving him a 
batting average of 489 
He has also batted in 14 
runs and totes a 
slugging percentage of 
622. The basebaN team 
looks k> face off against 
Findlay at home this
Senior Meftssa SneAar of 
Grand VMey Stale 
University* womens go* 
teem Is named Laker of 
•w Waek. Altar leecSng 
the Lakers k> nearly 
every oompefton in fre 
fafl season. Snelar s 
beck on top of squad 
tor Vw Sprtig season 
SneAar led scoring rWh a 
157 in the TUsadum 
■w/TOwnat, vie Lasers 
iwst oompeeeon o> vie 
season She pieced 
fourth overal wih 75 and 
was the second low 
scorer tor the Lakers 
belaid Enid Gage who 
shot 9 72.
Rough n’ tough: Grand VaIIon s |o\ Mathews pushes awa\ a tackle as she runs through an opening in Loyola defense.
Tough women, 
tough schedule
Spring schedule 
improves Rugby club, 
continues on with 
success
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Spirts Editor
The women's rugby club of Grand 
Valley State University is picking up 
where they left off.
The Lakers opened their spring 
season two weekends ago when 
they took on Ball State University 
on the road GVSU nut its way to a 
convincing 42-5 victory, proving 
that the lbikers' appearance in t)>e 
playoffs in the tall w as not a fluke.
In the fall season, the Lakers 
qualities! for a tnp to the playoffs for 
the first time. Their appearance at 
the event marked the raising of the 
Kir tor the club, proving that its level 
of competitHvn is rising steadily. 
Armed with a youthful team, head 
coach Bob Richthammer said he 
kvks to keep it at that level.
The Lakers, after blazing to the 
playoffs and putting GVSU on the 
national scene of collegiate rugby, 
will Rise one player after the spring 
season, setting the Lakers up once 
again in a position to repeat and 
possibly trump the teats that they 
have already accomplished
One way the club is working 
toward its goal is by sticking to its 
off-season workouts, a plan that
Richthammer thinks will reap 
nothing Kit rewards for the club.
“The girls really stuck to their off­
season regiment over the break." 
Richthammer said. "Most of them 
came hack in K'tter shape then they 
left in the fall season."
Katie Bradford is the club's 
president .uk! captain. She has also 
recognized the discipline of the girls 
oft the field that 
has attnKited to 
their success on the 
field.
"We have a lot of 
fitness drills in 
practice," Bradford 
said. "We also do a 
lot of stuff outside 
practice. All the 
girls push each 
other to work 
hard."
Even with the 
Lakers conditioned 
for tough matches, 
the Lakers face a 
competitive 
schedule this 
spring. The Ball 
State victory, despite the numbers, 
was a tough match-up for the Lakers 
that taught them a few new lessons 
about the game.
"That game was a complete 
shock." Richthammer said, "Ball 
State is ranked aKxit the same as us. 
and for almost an entire half they 
were up. We finally solved their 
defense toward the end."
“They have speed, size 
3nd depth. The one 
thing we do have on 
them is that I know their 
coach and we’ve been 
working on what to 
expect trom them in 
practice.”
BOB RICHTHAMMER
HEAD COACH 
WOMEN’S RUGBY
mmm
Experience and enthusiasm also 
played a role.
"Everyone had a lot of enthusiasm 
in that game" Bradford said. 
"Everyone was having an on game”
The celebration is short-lived for 
the l-akers as they prepare for this 
weekend to take on Division I foe 
()hu> State University ()Sl - rugby 
program offers scholarships and
____________recruits from
numerous states in 
the area.
“They [OSU] 
keep aKvut 65 
people on the 
roster."
Richthammer said. 
“They have speed, 
size and depth. The 
one thing we do 
have on them is that 
1 know their coach 
and we’ve been 
working on what to 
expect from them in 
practice."
Richthammer and 
his club look to get 
experience out of 
the tough games that could lift the 
Lakers to higher levels in Division II 
competition.
"A loss by less than 30 would be a 
win for us." Richthammer said. 
"We're just looking to stick to a tight 
game plan and keep it competitive.”
The Lakers will take on the 
Buckeyes this Saturday at 2 p.m. in 
Columbus. Ohio.
Close games 
outline season
One-run losses and 
defensive errors add up 
to a poor record 
for softball
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Spirts Editor
The Grand Valley State 
University softball team’s overall 
record is at 5-11. hut the numbers 
can be deceiving.
The Lakers' hugest deficit of 
defeat was by four runs at the hands 
of St. Joseph’s and Presbyterian 
colleges, but other than those two 
affairs, GVSU has lost a total of 
five games by only one run and 
three games by a total of two runs.
With eight of their 11 games lost 
hy two runs or less, the Lakers are 
left to solve the puzzle of how to 
start winning the close ones.
“It’s encouraging that we are 
keeping the games close,” said 
freshman infielder Kristin Moleski. 
“We know that a lot of these games 
should have been won and we just 
need to fix some 
small things to 
make it so we can 
win.”
Freshman 
Moleski is the 
quick spark to the 
Lakers' offense.
She is currently 
batting .346 with 
52 at-bats. 18 hits, 
iuid 13 runs. She 
hits also hatted in 
10 runs.
"I was surprised 
with my
performance.’’ Moleski said. “1 
didn't think I was going to get a lot 
of playing time as a freshman. The 
numbers really don't matter if the 
team isn’t winning though”
Moleski and two other Lakers, 
Tara Marsh and Sarah Holland, are 
batting above the .300 mark, but it
doesn’t seem to fuel the Lakers to 
where they have to go in order to 
win.
“I don’t think we’re getting the 
type of hits that the other teams 
are” Moleski said. “We’re hitting 
the ball really hard, hut we can’t 
find the gaps. We can’t string 
together a lot of hits in one inning.”
Similar to the baseball team, the 
Lakers of the softball team have 
found it hard to string together any 
type of momentum with the 
constant postponement of their 
games. The only games the Lakers 
have played after their spring break 
trip was a pair of unsuccessful 
double headers in which GVSU 
lost two games by two runs and 
another game by only one.
“We’re playing a lot of these 
games close.” said head coach 
Doug Woods. "Those are the 
games that you have to win. We’ll 
have to fix some things to get 
there.”
With the triad of Lakers leading 
the batting lineup with over .300 
averages, Wtxxls and his team are 
looking to tweak 
things on the 
defensive side to 
give the Lakers the 
edge they need to 
win narrow games.
“In practice 
we’re going over a 
lot of defensive 
things” Woods 
said. “We want to 
get back to the 
basics and
minimize the 
mistakes."
The Laker 
defense has totaled 
17 errors on the season, letting up 
54 runs, with only 32 earned.
The Lakers look to break out of 
their defensive woes tomorrow at 3 
p.m. as they are scheduled to play 
at home against Saginaw Valley 
State University in a double-header.
“We want to get back to 
the basics and minimize 
the mistakes."
DOUG WOODS
HEAD COACH 
SOFTBALL
Lakers' lone senior caps
Un»nr GuasftHU dmr* toward the 
tvKin dunnjt a J*amr agamst Ft*m
By Rich McGowan
GVL Assistant Editor
As the final minutes ticked away on 
Grand Valley State University’s finest 
season of women's basketball Jamne 
Guastella wasn't going down without 
a fight.
In the Elite Eight game against 
Seattle Pacific University, the 5-foot- 
7 inch-guard hit a 3-pointer with just 
under two minutes remaining to cut 
the Laker deficit to eight Though 
Guastella’s basket would be the last 
points GVSU would score. Guastella 
continued diving on the ground and 
out of Kxinds for loose Kills and tried 
to draw fouls on the Falcons.
While All-American junior Niki 
Reams has gained the most attention 
dunng the Lakers’ run to the Elite 
Eight, it has been the hustle and hard 
work of Guastella that best 
exemplifies the Laker team concept.
"If you talk about her and you talk 
about her defensively, you really have 
to take note that she was a player 
| who] sacrificed her own body and 
took a lot of charges for us." said head 
coach Dawn Plit/uweit. "But you 
look at how many times she did that 
for us and saved us from being scored 
on or putting the other team’s best 
player on the bench because she drew 
a foul on them. 1 think that epitomizes 
the way that she played for us”
Guastella started all 34 games for
the Lakers this season, averaging 8.3 
points. 3.1 rebounds. 2.5 assists and 
2.1 steals a game.
As the only senior on the team this 
year. Guastella was looked upon for 
not only on-court production, but also 
for providing leadership for her 
younger teammates.
"1 think I just tried to lead by 
example and not really say anything," 
Guastella said "1 just listened to the 
coaches because they are just 
amazing."
"The w ay that she was a leader for 
us off the floor was very beneficial for 
our young group” Plitzuweit said. 
"She was the one who coordinated 
just about everything that we as 
coaches needed assistance with. 
When your teammates see you doing 
all those tough tasks all the time and 
without complaining, it sets a good 
example for everyone, and it is a great 
help for all of us.’’
At the start of the season Guastella 
said the Lakers wanted to be the best 
defensive team GVSU had ever seen 
She said if they did that they thought 
a Great Lakes Conference 
Championship was a reality.
"I think a team in our position, 
know ing how much talent we had. we 
had high hopes to make it has far as 
we could go” Guastella said. "We 
definitely chose winning the GL1AC 
Championship as one of the goals”
B\it after an 81-69 loss at then*
career
#
ranked No. !5 Lake Superior State 
University on Dec. 11. the Lakers 
thought they were better than they 
were playing.
“After we lost at Lake State, in the 
locker room. I remember a few words 
some of us said." Guastella said. 
"One of the things I said, was that we 
were too good of a program to lose 
any more games like that. It was 
apparent to everybody that we were 
talented enough to beat Lake State. 
Lake State was kind of our picked 
rival at the time ... we knew (we) were 
better than them, and we could take it 
out from under them."
On Feb. 12 the Lakers knocked off 
Lake State, who had moved up to No. 
5 in the country, by an 80-64 margin. 
The w in was a part of GVSU’s school 
record-tying 16-game winning streak. 
The Lakers set a new school record 
for wins in a season (28) on their way 
to their first GLIAC Tournament 
Championship and Regional 
championship, sending them to the 
Elite Fight.
Guastella. w ho will graduate with a 
degree in psychology after the spring 
semester, said this season was the 
perfect ending to her career.
“Making it to the Elite Eight was 
amazing." she said. “You couldn’t ask 
for more out of the season. 1 think our 
team just did really well this year and 
1 think we did good things for seasons 
to ct\^e”
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Men's tennis defeats ranked Saints
By Sarah Hawley
GVL Staff Writer
Aquinas College men’s tennis is 
ranked No. 16 in the nation, but 
they were no match for the 
currently unranked Lakers as they 
bounced over the Saints on 
Monday 8-6.
Grand Valley State University’s 
men’s tennis team won five of the 
nine matches. All three squads in 
the doubles competition brought 
home GVSU victories, sealing the 
team win.
“It was extremely close,” said 
head coach John Black. “It could 
have gone either way. The 
difference in the match was that we 
swept the doubles.”
A pair of sophomores. Kyle 
Dehne and Adam Sandusky, out- 
battled the Saints for an 8-6 win in 
the first doubles match. Their 
defeat of Jared Flick and Justin 
Karasinski paved the way for the 
rest of the doubles flights.
The final two sets of doubles 
posted scores doubling their 
opponents. The Scott Gregory and 
Kyle Klinge duo aced Mike Rose
and Patrick Bruining of Aquinas. 
Junior-sophomore combo Nirun 
Raju and Justin Sauerbrey spun 
over Jason Walsh and Pat 
Grashom. Both teams defeated the 
Saints 8-4.
“We dominated there,” Black 
said. “The doubles were pretty one­
sided.”
Klinge and Gregory clinched the 
only singles titles of the afternoon 
for GVSU. The pair of juniors 
capitalized on opponents’ errors in 
three sets. Klinge matched up 
against nationally ranked player 
Jason Walsh, closing out in the fust 
and final round. Klinge tallied 
scores of 6-3,3-6 and 6-3.
“Kyle (Klinge] played a very 
solid match.” Black said. “His 
opponent played extremely well in 
the second set. but Kyle was able to 
hang in, and outlasted him in a very 
close final set.”
The story was similar for 
Gregory, who stole a victory from 
Justin Karasinski. The sets went in 
GVSU’s favor, 6-3, 3-6 and 6-4.
"Every match was close,” Black 
said. "Even though we only won 
two of the singles matches, we 
played very well. The matches
were all close, and we had 
opportunities to win every one of 
them. We need to work on closing 
out the tight matches.”
The Lakers fell to four Saints 
singles flights. Dehne put up the 
longest fight. He claimed the first 
set 7-5, but fell in the others with 
scores of 6-4 and 7-6(11 -9).
“Kyle Dehne leads the team by 
example,” Black said. “He comes 
to each match focused and intense 
and does not let himself become 
distracted. Before and after the 
matches he provides support for the 
team and does whatever it will take 
to help us improve as a team.”
Sandusky dropped three sets to 
No. 43 ranked Mike Rose. The 
scores ran 6-7 (10-8), 6-1 and 6-4. 
Raju picked up one set against 
Patrick Bruining with a 6-2 slam, 
followed with losses of 6-3 and 6- 
2.
Sauerbrey found himself in a 
rough position, losing in two quick 
sets. He fell to Jared Flick, 1-6 and
5-7,
The Lakers will take on Wayne 
State University in Detroit on 
Saturday at noon.
Downtown Housing
Beekman Management
2,3.4,5, Bedrooms 15 properties available
Enjoy work. Experience Apple. Be a Campus Rep.
What is an Apple Campus Rep?
Who are we looking for?
Apply now.
'SSnSa
CVL / Jdslyn Gilbert
The swing of things: Alex Switzer a freshman on the men's tennis team returns the ball during warm-ups before a match 
earlier this season.
Cheer teams going to 
Nationals for first time
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
A group of students from Grand 
Valley State University who 
usually sit on the sidelines 
cheering on other varsity sports 
are now being put on showcase 
themselves.
The Laker Dance, all-women’s 
Cheer and coed Cheer teams have 
qualified for and are making a trip 
to the national tournament for the 
first time in school history. The 
NCAA Division II Cheerleading 
and Dance Championships will 
take place this weekend in 
Daytona. Fla.
This is first time that either cheer 
team has made it to the national 
tournament, which marks a 
milestone for the spirit of the 
GVSU athletic department. Last 
summer the coed team qualified, 
but didn't make the trip due to lack 
of funds.
“For this season, I want to go 
and get some competitive 
experience,” said women’s cheer 
team head coach Brandy 
Hausman. “Hopefully we can 
return and just continue getting 
better every year."
Leading the women’s team to 
Nationals are captains Leah 
Mattey, Ashley Whitford and
Jennifer Chartier.
“This is the best team that Grand 
Valley has ever seen,” Hausman 
said. “They’ve (team captains] 
done a great job. Anytime I wasn’t 
there they jumped right into 
things. The other girls listen and 
look up to them."
The other team making its debut 
performance at the national level 
is the coed cheer team.
“I cheered on 
the coed team 
when I was in 
school and we 
were never that 
good,” Hausman 
said. “They're 
finally getting 
recognized 
because they are 
more talented and 
do harder
exercises.”
Head coach 
Randy Orr is at 
the reigns of the 
coed team for the 
second year. His 
team qualified for 
the national 
tournament in the fall, but after 
losing a lot of cheerers going in to 
the winter season, Orr said he 
wasn't sure what to expect from 
his fairly new roster.
“A lot of people left the team
because they didn't want to cheer 
during basketball season,” Orr 
said. “We qualified for nationals 
so we were just going to do what 
we could with who we had.”
What Orr had was a group of 
students equally as dedicated. Orr 
choreographed the team's routine 
and said he was pleased with the 
results.
“I started them off with some 
Division I type 
stuff thinking 
we'd scale back,” 
Orr said. “But the 
kids kept
plugging away 
and we didn't 
have to scale back 
at all.”
To the dismay 
of Orr and his 
team, they are 
scheduled to 
perform in the 
preliminaries 
right after top 
ranked cheer team 
Hawaii Pacific, a 
team that offers 
full-ride
scholarships to attract top-notch 
cheering talent.
“Hawaii Pacific will always be 
head and shoulders over everyone 
else,” Orr said. “But looking at the 
other teams, there are a lot of 
newer schools. I think if we nail 
our routine, we can do really 
well.”
The Laker Dance team, 
however, is no stranger to the 
national tournament. This is the 
second consecutive year the dance 
team is making a trip to nationals. 
Last year, the team placed fourth 
overall.
The Laker dancers are led by 
captains Ashley Teat (senior) and 
Jessica Nowakowski (junior).
Last weekend, in preparation for 
the national event, all three teams 
staged a performance in the 
Fieldhouse.
“We wanted the girls to know 
what it feels like in front of a 
crowd,” Hausman said. “It also 
helps that the (Laker Dance Team] 
supports us.”
"A lot of people left the 
team because they didn’t 
want to cheer during 
basketball season. We 
qualified for nationals so 
we were just going to do 
what we could with who 
we had."
RANDY ORR
HEAD COACH 
COED CHEER TEAM
Turn faucets off 
immediately after use.
We all tend to leave the faucet 
running while we wash dishes 
or shave. Turning the faucet on 
only when necessary can save 
thousands of gallons of water 
a year, not to mention the 
s energy to heat it.
Celebrate Cesar E. Chavez Day
in Michigan!
Today, March 31st is Cesar E. Chavez Day in 
Michigan and you are invited to the celebration!
Gather at 11:50 a.m. at the Zumberge Library entrance. The march begins 
at noon and concludes with a keynote address entitled,
“If Not Affirmative Action, What?” by I)r. Jose Soto and a reception in 
the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Center. Dr. Soto is the Vice President 
of Affirmative Action/Equity/Diversity at Southeast Community College in 
Lincoln, Nebraska. The reception will include cake, refreshments, music 
and a pinata to celebrate what would have been Chavez’s 78,h birthday.
For more information, please visit www.gvsu.edu/oma
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Four
Periods of 
OT add to 
the Madness|P<
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
Two of the four teams 
left in the NCAA 
Division I National 
Tournament are No. 1 
seeds. No one. however, 
can deny the fact that it 
was an entertaining 
experience watching 
them get there. For the 
first time in tournament 
history, three of the four 
Hlite tight games went 
into overtime. The 
Regional Finals saw 
four periods of 
overtime. Not only did 
the games go into 
overtime, but they were 
filled with buzzer-beater 
shots and a whole lot of 
controversy. Aside from 
North Carolina's quick 
disposal of Wisconsin, 
here is what made each 
game so great.
West Virginia, a No. 7 
seed, hung with 
Louisville (I believe it 
was the same West 
Virginia team that 1 said 
to look out for in my 
previous column) and 
almost launched 
themselves into Final 
Four contention. The 
unique aspect of this 
game was that it was a 
3 point festival. West 
Virginia shot the lights 
out from behind the arc 
going I 8 for 27, a new 
school record.
Louisville also hoisted 
up 28 3-point shots, 
making 11 of them.
West Virginia had its 
door wide open to walk 
through when the 
Cardinals’ star forward. 
Francisco Garcia, fouled 
out. Instead West 
Virginia chose to 
continue shooting from 
outside instead ol 
attacking the inside, 
ruining their Final Four 
dreams.
I don’t see how any 
member of the Arizona 
Wildcats can sleep at 
mght after they handed 
Illinois a Final Four 
ticket on a silver plattei 
The Wildcats dominated 
the 1 ighting mini, but a 
sour last four minutes 
gave Illinois the w in. 
The Fighting Illini 
trailed by 15 points with 
only four minutes to go 
in tne game. Let’s just 
hope that Illinois 
doesn’t actually believe 
they won this game with 
their talent. Say thank 
you to Arizona, and 
proceed to the Final 
Four. Sketchy passing 
and an ill-advised last 
shot along with a 3- 
point, trigger happy 
Illinois offense sealed 
the deal.
Finally, there was the 
three-ring circus known 
as the Michigan State 
vs. Kentucky game, it 
was the perfect game to 
cap off a crazy two days 
of basketball. It was a
lucky roll that got 
Kentucky into overtime, 
and it was a bone­
headed play that got 
, them into tne double 
overtime, where they 
fell to No. 5 seeded 
Michigan State.
The luck of the 
Wildcats came with 
I nearly no time left on 
the clock when guard 
Patrick Sparks tossed up 
an unbalanced 3-point 
shot, rolling around the 
rim and eventually 
dropping in the hoop. 
Why Sparks was 
hollering and taking a 
bow after this lucky 
shot is beyond me; 
perhaps he forgot how 
t he missed the front end
• of a one-and-one 
opportunity that would 
have nearly given
, Kentucky the game. The
• bone-headed play came
• on behalf of Wildcat 
guard Kelenna 
Azubuike who managed
. to watch the clock run 
out in the first overtime 
without even getting a 
shot off. Mental lapses 
' like that are proof that 
the better team came 
» out on top.
The Final Four 
competition has a tough 
act to follow. It will be 
hard to get any more 
entertaining as the last 
two days have been. 
Most hoops fans are 
hoping to avoid the 
anti-climatic ending 
which would be Ulinios 
vs. North Carolina, a 
No. 1 seed match-up.
First place for golf in rainy finish
Solid play deterred 
weather from being a 
large factor in 
invitational
By Sakaii Hawley
GVL Staff Writer
Day two of last weekend’s 
women’s golf tournament in 
Newport, Ky. was rained out. 
but the Grand Valley State 
University Lakers clinched 
first place.
The Northern Kentucky 
University Invitational was 
scheduled for March 2b and 
27.
Junior Fnid 
Lakers in the 
18-hole course 
with a first 
place finish.
She recorded a 
72. which tied 
Kallie Harrison 
from Southern 
Illinois 
University- 
Edwardsville.
“I was very 
pleased with 
how we
performed 
knowing the 
weather 
conditions,” said head coach 
Lori Stinson. ’’During the 
practice round it was 
definitely a wet course. They 
got two inches of rain 
beforehand."
Senior Melissa Sncller 
finished in fourth place with 
another tie. Holding two-time 
All-American honors, she 
completed the course in 75 
strokes.
"She |Sneller] did pretty 
well." Stinson said. ’’She was 
three over on the front nine 
and stuck it out, so was even
on the back nine. She played 
solid."
All Muilaugh Mom Del’auw 
University tied Sncllei with 75 
•strokes.
Rounding out the top 
finishes for GVSU was 
sophomore Kate MacDonald. 
She lied t"i No 10 with Kim 
Keyer Scott from Northern 
Kentucky. I hey both ended 
with 77 strokes.
Junior Kristi Vienneau and 
sophomore Melissa Riegle 
were the tinal l akers to place 
at the invitational. Vicnneuu 
tied for 15th place with 
Lauren Hrummctt from 
DePauw with 7l> strokes. 
Riegle finished with a score of 
si She tied foi the No is 
spot with seven 
other athletes. 
The
University ol 
Southern 
Indiana. the 
University ol 
Indianapolis, 
the Untveisits 
of I i ml las and 
Northwood. 
Hellurminc. 
Ashland and 
Kut/tow n 
universities 
also
participated in 
the in\ national.
Stinson said she is hoping 
for a change in weather, so the 
Lakers can get back on the 
green. She said practices have 
been difficult inside the 
Fieldhouse.
"The frost on the ground is 
making it hard to practice 
outside without destroying the 
grass," Stinson said ‘'This 
creates limitations on the 
types ot strokes that they can 
practice."
Stinson, however, said she 
sees no shortage in things to 
work on.
Gage led the
“During the practice 
round it was definitely a 
wet course. They got 
two inches ol rain 
beforehand.*’
LORI STINSON
HEAD COACH 
WOMEN’S GOLF
<U
Far as Iht* eye tan «*•**: lunior women s golitM \te " i Kny > tivx e dm \g a 
tournament last tall.
‘‘We will focus on longei 
putts and longei chips once 
the snow melts and we get 
back on the green Stinson 
said.
On April 8 and o the team 
will travel to 1’ihana. III. lor 
the University ol Illinois 
Invitational. I he tournament 
will he set up with 3b holes on 
Saturday and IS on Sunday.
Stinson said the invite will 
he a good practice round 
before the Great Lakes 
Conference Championships.
"This will be a good 
tournament for us." Stinson 
said. "It will be a good prep 
for us because conference is 
3b and 18."
I'be Great Lakes Conference 
championship is sci to take 
place on April 2* and 24 in 
\shland.()hio
I>ri\*• the game: Senior women n goiter Meliv. t Se. . i 
tournament last fall
, laJyn (iilherl
ings during a
*
(I J
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Tuesdays
$3 Stoli Drinks 
$4 Stoli & Red Bulls
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College Night
$2 You Cali It! Any drink you 
wapt for $2 
9 pm - Midnight
Thursdays
Ladies Night!!!
$1 You Call It! 10-1 lpni 
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$2 Beers for Guys
LIUE music
March 2 Reverend Rigid Time 
March 9 The Sprague Brothers f 
March lb The Often Room 
March 23 llu' Sprague Brothers 
March 30 Pop Tvil
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ounce music
frt & Sat
Top 40. Dance Remix 
A ProgtrTNvixe Dance
1 uc'day: House Music w / DJ 
Amanda Trevino 10pm 
Thursday: Top 40 Dance Music 
*% / DJ Rob Spencer
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Hours of Operation
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'Miss Congeniality 2 isappointing
Reviewed By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Sequels are known to not 
live up to their originals, but 
"Miss Congeniality 2: Armed 
and Fabulous" didn’t have 
much to live up to. and 
proved decent enough to 
stand on its own.
The "Miss Congeniality” 
movies aren’t exactly artistic 
endeavors, nor are they 
movies with hard-hitting 
themes, but for a less regular 
movie-goer or someone 
looking for a light comedy, 
the movies do deliver.
“Armed and Fabulous” 
takes Gracie Hart (Sandra 
Bullock) out of the FBI 
uniform and transforms her 
into a Barbie Doll type — 
again. This time, however, it 
isn’t for a pageant; this time 
she becomes the spokesperson 
for the FBI, complete with a 
personal stylist and hair and 
makeup specialists.
Playing alongside Bullock is 
Regina King, who stars as 
tough. FBI Chicago woman 
Sam Fuller. The two disagree 
at first, but not surprisingly 
get along at the end of the 
film.
Fuller and Hart grow as a
team while investigating, 
without authority, the 
kidnapping of Miss United 
States host Stan Fields 
(William Shatner) and Miss 
United States, Cheryl 
(Heather Burns). Hart is 
dismissed as a ditsy fashion- 
obsessed idiot while trying to 
solve the mystery involving 
her best friend and beauty 
queen, but continues 
investigating with the 
assistance of Fuller, dopy FBI 
baby-sitter Jeff Foreman 
(Enrique Murciano) and 
personal stylist Joel (Diedrich 
Bader).
While the “bad guys” in the
' not d
movie were more 
convincingly "bad” than the 
ones in the original, they 
were still not clever or even 
intimidating. They had their 
bright moments, but added 
little to movie as a whole.
At nearly two hours,
"Armed and Fabulous” could 
have been shortened. The plot 
wasn’t complicated enough to 
need two hours to develop, 
and the movie dragged on at 
parts.
One part of the movie, 
however, could have used a 
bit more development. The 
audience is just introduced to 
Hart’s usual nitty-gritty FBI
character when the plot 
suddenly shifts 10 months 
forward to Hart being a high 
maintenance spokesperson. At 
first it seems like it might be 
a dream sequence, as phony 
Hart appears on the “Regis 
and Kelly” show, but as the 
plot continues in that fashion 
it becomes evident that it is 
all reality.
Many of the characters in 
the sequel appeared in the 
original, but the new 
characters and actors 
introduced better comedy.
Joel provided many 
humorous moments, perhaps 
most notably a scene in a
drag club. While the idea 
sounds ludicrous, Hart, Fuller 
and Joel performing in drag 
as Tina Turner was one of the 
best and most humorous parts 
of the movie — although 
there were many.
As a sequel, "Armed and 
Dangerous” is surprisingly 
entertaining and would make 
sense even to viewers who 
have not seen the original.
This certainly isn’t a movie 
for avid film fanatics, but for 
the casual viewer looking for 
a light-hearted movie to 
watch with friends, it works.
'Big Love' a thoughtful comedy
Play examines issue of 
marriage in a humorous 
and unexpected way
By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
The Grand Valley State 
University theater program’s 
newest play, "Big Love,” asks 
hard questions about issues 
like love, power, gender roles 
and society’s concept of 
marriage.
Oh. yeah — it’s also a 
comedy.
The play, adapted by Charles 
Mee from the ancient Greek 
tragedy “The Suppliant 
Women,” is one of the largest 
productions put on at Grand 
Valley, depicting the flight of 
50 brides from their 
prearranged marriages to their 
cousins.
Sophomore Hannah Graff 
plays one of the wives.
"We’re using so much blood, 
it’s unbelievable.” Graff said. 
"There’s so much we’re doing 
with this show that we’ve 
never done before. It’s going 
to be a roller coaster ride — 
it’s constant 
action and 
constant stuff 
going on.”
Director 
Karen Libman 
said "Big Love” 
is a popular 
play right now, 
and the social 
and political 
questions it 
raises are one 
reason why.
One question 
the play raises 
is the issue of 
who should be 
allowed to 
decide who marries whom.
“Is it the government’s 
decision?” Libman asked. “Is 
it a legal issue? Is it your 
church? Marriage used to be 
an economic proposition, and 
we’re sort of shocked by 
marriage contracts, but more 
people in the world get 
married by arranged marriage 
than not. And with an over 50 
percent divorce rate in
“We’re using so 
much blood, it’s 
unbelievable...There’s 
so much we’re doing 
with this show 
that we’ve never 
done before.”
HANNAH GRAFF
SOPHOMORE
America, who says we’re 
doing it right?”
Along with the play, the 
theater department and the 
Women’s Center are 
presenting “The Trial of 
Marriage” on April 6 at 4 p.m., 
a panel discussion on 
marriage’s place as an 
institution in today’s society. 
The panel will feature GVSU 
professors from five different 
disciplines and is moderated 
by Professor Gayla Jewell. 
Libman said the panel will 
talk about marriage in relation 
to history, economics and 
other contexts before opening 
up to discussion. The panel 
takes place in the Louis 
Armstrong Theatre on an off 
night for the play.
“It’s kind of an interesting 
time for marriage right now,” 
Libman said. “I think the 
reason that so many people are 
doing (“Big Love”], 
particularly on college 
campuses, is because this is 
when people start to fall in 
love and start getting married. 
So these issues are not foreign 
to young people, but they’re 
also appealing to all ages.”
Senior Scott Lang, assistant 
director for “Big 
Love,” said the 
play has a lot of 
complexity.
“Every time I 
watch it I get 
something 
different out of 
it,” Lang said. 
“There’s so 
much
philosophy and 
psychology and 
historical 
references. The 
first time I read 
it I thought it 
was really 
beautiful, but 
the more I watch it the more I 
see the pictures Karen has 
created to accentuate the 
words.”
Some of the aspects that 
intrigue Lang are the gender 
equality issues “Big Love” 
brings up. and the play’s take 
on relationships.
“It emphasizes the fact that 
you really need to think 
through how you feel about
GVL/ Will Harrah
Big Love: Students jillian Austin, Lewis Barnes and Kelly Knoll rehearse in GVSU's production of "Big Love.
someone, because it kind of 
tears apart the institution of 
marriage — that might be an 
indication that we need to 
examine other institutions that 
we have,” he said.
Libman said she did not even 
understand the play’s ending 
until a short time ago.
“This play really has depth 
to it, and it’s not transparent.” 
she said. “You have to really 
play with it, and that’s 
challenging.”
Lewis Barnes, who plays the 
role of Leo in “Big Love,”
said the main theme of the 
play is that love is important.
“These situations may not 
occur in everybody’s lives, but 
the thoughts that we have 
about love under certain 
circumstances are very similar 
to what the characters are 
going through,” he said.
Barnes said his character, 
who is based on author Leo 
Buscaglia, provided a unique 
challenge for him, since he has 
to speak passionately about 
every little thing.
“It’s been a stretch working
on speaking like that,” he said. 
“He just goes on about the 
smallest thing like it’s the 
most important thing, and 
that’s kind of a hard thing to 
grasp.”
Regardless of the deeper 
philosophical meanings
driving the play, it is presented 
as a comedy. Libman said the 
audience will be able to relate 
to even the most preposterous 
moments.
”|Mee] takes these impulses 
that people have on the inside, 
then he externalizes them and
turns them into hyperbola.” 
she said. “So you totally 
recognize them, and they’re so 
preposterous that you start 
laughing.”
Along with its humor, 
Libman describes “Big Love” 
as “messy.”
“There’s a lot of blood.” she 
said. “There’s a lot of cake.”
“Big Love” plays April 1, 2, 
7, 8 and 9 at 7:30 p.m. and 
April 3 and 10 a.m. at 2 p.m. 
in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.
Indie band Xiu Xiu rocks DAAC
GVL / f mily Tnkarski
Rocking out: Experimental indie act Xiu Xiu performed one of their most well-known songs, "Fabulous Muscles,” at the 
show on March 23.
A variety of influences 
mean that Xiu Xiu uses 
an array of instruments 
and sounds
By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
Experimental indie rockers 
Xiu Xiu performed at the 
Division Avenue Arts 
Cooperative on March 23, one 
stop on the end of their current 
United States tour.
Xiu Xiu (pronounced “Shoe 
Shoe”) has been playing since 
the end of 2000. Frontman 
Jamie Stewart is the core of 
Xiu Xiu. a band whose lineup 
has consisted of as many as 10 
recording members, but whose 
tours feature as few as two. 
The current touring lineup is 
Stewart and fellow musician 
Caralee McElroy.
“All of the songs are about 
things that are happening in 
the lives of the people in the 
band or in their families lives 
or in politics,” Stewart said. 
“They’re not really 
philosophical musings or 
anything like that; they’re 
observations or accounts of 
things that are happening."
Despite a nine-hour drive, 
the band played an energetic 
set right up to midnight. The 
show was Xiu Xiu’s second at 
the DAAC — the group also 
performed there this summer.
With a new album. “La 
Foret,” set for release in July, 
Xiu Xiu has a busy schedule. 
Stewart said he and the band 
worked on the music right up 
until leaving for their current 
tour.
Rather than using traditional 
instrumentation, Xiu Xiu uses 
a wide array of instruments, 
some created by the band 
itself. Stewart said their latest 
invention, the “Paper Boy,” 
works well for 
recording, but 
didn’t work in 
rehearsals.
During the 
show, the band 
did make use of 
two original 
instruments.
One was the 
“Canadian 
Computer.” 
which is a set of 
micro-tonally 
separated black 
bells spread out 
like piano keys. Another, 
called “The Knights of the 
Round Table,” is a bowl of Go 
pieces.
“We just stick a microphone 
in it and it makes really weird 
noises,” Stewart said.
Stewart said the band’s urge 
to create new instruments 
stems from their musical 
influences.
“We like a lot of pop music, 
but we also like a lot of 
different kind of aboriginal
folk music and experimental 
music, and a lot of those 
obviously come from 
instruments other than bass 
drum and guitar, so it’s an 
attempt to emulate some of 
those," he said. “And it’s fun.”
Stewart said he’s “still 
figuring the specifics out” of 
why he’s compelled to make 
music.
certainly gets 
by looking at 
instances so 
specifically, 
and attempting 
to compress 
what is
potentially a 
really
complicated 
personal or 
political 
situation into a 
four-syllable 
line,” he said. 
“It helps me to 
understand 
things better, 
but I don’t know that it really 
makes me feel better.
“It must be positive in some 
way or another, because I 
think after having done it so 
consistently over the past four 
years, if it were bad for me to 
do, my body would just forget 
about doing it after a while,” 
he said. “But I still feel really 
compelled to do it.”
The local band Oni Gossen 
and Flint-based Lingua Franca 
also performed with Xiu Xiu.
“Stuff
clarified
“We just stick a 
microphone in it 
and it makes really 
weird noises.”
JAMIE STEWART
XIU XIU FRONTMAN
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Bands join forces to 'Rock Against Rape'
By Jenna Carlesso
GVL Staff Writer
Come for the music — leave 
with the knowledge.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma 
Kappa and Eyes Wide Open 
joined together to co-sponsor a 
night of concerts and games 
known as Rock Against Rape, 
which will promote awareness 
for sexual assault.
“This event has been 
designed to increase solidarity 
and knowledge about sexual 
assault between students on 
campus,” said Andrea 
Wellman, event coordinator.
The event features six bands 
from the Grand Rapids area 
performing live music,
For the third consecutive year 
the residents of the Calder Living 
Center hosted the Calder Art 
Show, an exhibition of work 
created by the residents.
The exhibition, held last 
weekend in the Pere Marquette 
Room of Kirkhof Center, was 
open to the public and showcased 
many kinds of student art. One 
student presented his animation 
work and another sang as a part of 
the multimedia and performance 
show that took place in the Grand 
River Room Friday.
“The focus of the show is to 
give the residents the chance to 
show their work without 
worry ing about being critiqued,” 
said Liz Braciak. a Film and video 
and sociology double major and 
the Calder resident assistant. 
“Unless you are a part of one of 
the artistic degrees on this 
campus, I don’t believe anyone 
understands how difficult the 
critiques in these fields can be. 
This show is a time to relax and 
enjoy the artwork instead of 
worrying about critiques.”
Though the subject matter for 
submissions was open-ended, 
only students who are residents in 
the Calder Living Center were 
able to enter. Those who entered 
the show did not have to be art 
majors or minors. Students from 
any level were able to enter 
different work into the show.
“There are many shows for all 
of the art students throughout the
including Happy Hour and a 
capella group After School 
Special. Between each band 
there will be games dealing 
with statistics to touch on 
educational aspects of the 
event. Raffle tickets will be 
available for $1. T-shirts and 
bracelets will also be sold.
“This is exactly the kind of 
event Eyes Wide Open has been 
looking to do,” said Jamie 
Robbins, a senior and Sigma 
Kappa organization
representative. “It’s a way to 
raise awareness for sexual 
assault without putting a 
damper mood on anything.”
According to Scott Cadwell, a 
senior and organizational chair 
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, the
year, but this is something only 
the residents can participate in,” 
Braciak said. “It is something 
special for the student who live 
there.”
Braciak played a major part in 
organizing and promoting the 
show. For the past three years, the 
resident assistants of Calder have 
taken it upon themselves to make 
sure the show was a success.
“(Braciak) has done a lot,” said 
Terrance Weinzierl, one of the 
exhibition’s participants and the 
person in charge of the publicity 
for this year’s show. “She has 
done so much planning. I think 
because the show has been going 
on for so many years, the RAs at 
Calder just assume the 
responsibility of the show when 
they get assigned to our 
building.”
The Housing and Residence 
Life staff, the Weekend 
Programming Committee and the 
ABC Community Council, which 
consists of the Calder and the 
South A and South B living 
centers, helped promote the 
event.
For those GVSU students who 
missed the Calder Arts Show this 
year, the event is expected to 
continue into the future.
“I think it has the possibility to 
become a Grand Valley tradition, 
but it all depends on how well it is 
received and the support it gets,” 
Braciak said.
“I am looking forward to 
working on this show next year.” 
Weinzierl said. He said he hopes 
the student showcase will
purpose of the evening is to 
educate others through fun.
“We want to unite people and 
bring them together through 
something that they want to do, 
rather than simply sitting and 
soaking up information,” 
Cadwell said.
There will also be an art 
battle in which artists compete 
in events of painting and 
sculpting. Free food and prizes 
are included.
“I think it will allow people to 
get to know more about the 
topic of sexual assault in an 
atmosphere that’s not like a 
speech or education class,” said 
Laura Bright, a junior and 
sponsorships and promotions 
co-chair of Rock Against Rape.
continue to be a regular campus 
event.
“For me. the most rewarding 
part about this whole experience 
is seeing how others are enjoying 
the show.” Braciak said. “While 
setting up for the show, a couple 
people were commenting on the 
artwork and how they interpreted 
the piece. The artist was just 
beaming at the reception without 
the people even knowing it was 
theirs. ... It is that reaction that 
makes all of the work worth it.”
The Calder Arts Show was one
"It’s a sensitive topic, so people 
can learn about this without 
pressure or confinement.”
Tables from the Center for 
Women in Transition and the 
YWC'A will be set up to 
provide information about 
sexual assault.
"A main focus is to raise 
awareness about rape.” said 
Abby Sloan, a sophomore and 
philanthropy chair of Sigma 
Kappa. “Just because people 
don’t hear about it all the time 
doesn’t mean it isn’t 
happening. A lot of rapes won’t 
get reported. We want to help 
prevent rapes and assault on 
campus or in the community in 
general.”
Sloan also noted that statistics
of several art events that took 
place last week. Others included 
the Bachelor of Arts student 
exhibition held in the Calder Art 
Center atrium and the Urban 
Institute for the Arts’ CRIT-O- 
RAMA that included a 
combination of work from 
professors and students of GVSU, 
Kendall College of Art and 
Design and Aquinas, Calvin and 
Grand Rapids Community 
colleges. A ceramics show was 
also held in the Calder Arts 
Center Gallery.
are low and not always 
addressed
“One in four women will be 
sexually assaulted in their 
lifetime and one in six men w ill 
be sexually assaulted," Bright 
saul Its something that 
affects everybody, and it’s an 
important issue to know 
about.”
Robbins encourages both men 
and women to come out for the 
event.
“Some males may be 
reluctant to attend." Robbins
See word 
games, B7
said, “but it’s very geiulei 
neutral."
RiKk Against Rape begins ai 
b p m tomorrow night and is 
expected to run until around 11 
p m Its takes place outside in 
the parking lot in front of tlu 
Javasphere cale Their is no 
admission lee Donations me 
accepted. The proceeds go to 
the YWCA of Grand Rapids 
the Center lor Women in 
Transition in Holland and 
toward next year's Rook 
Against Rape event
— King Crossword —
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Calder students showcase art
By Jenna Noseda
GVL Staff Writer
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Toll up to 1,000 from quake
By Chris Bri mmut
Associated Press
GUNUNG SITOLI, Indonesia 
— Firefighters freed a man 
trapped in a crumpled house on 
remote Nias island on 
Wednesday. 36 hours after he 
was buried in rubble. As the first 
foreign military help arrived, 
officials said an estimated l.(KK) 
people had died in the region's 
latest large earthquake.
Residents swarmed over 
collapsed buildings in Nias 
island’s main town of Gunung 
Sitoli. searching frantically for 
survivors of the country’s second 
catastrophe in three months, 
after December’s massive quake 
and tsunami.
French firefighters from the 
agency Firefighters Without 
Borders used a car jack to free 
the legs of 25-year-old television 
repairman Jansen Silalalahi. w ho 
had been pinned between a 
motorbike and a cupboard.
As he was lifted out of the 
rubble of what was once a three- 
story building. Silalalahi smiled 
weakly and gave a thumbs-up.
“People knew 1 was there but it 
was difficult to reach me. I kept 
screaming whenever I heard 
anyone.” said Silalalahi, who did 
not appear to be badly injured. “1 
feel relief because now I am 
safe.”
The improvised rescue 
highlighted the crisis situation 
officials face here: there are 
thousands of collapsed buildings 
and no machinery to help search 
the rubble for survivors.
The town’s hospital was barely 
functioning: It lacked power or 
water, and it had no fuel for 
generators.
“We know there are many 
people critically injured.” said 
Dr. Norman Peeler, a medical 
coordinator from the World 
Health Organization. “It is 
essential they get treatment, 
infections spread easily in open 
wounds."
Two Singaporean military 
helicopters landed Wednesday 
and distributed food and water to 
a frantic crowd of survivors. 
They also delivered a car. 
medical supplies, generators and 
20 Singaporean troops and 
medics. A third helicopter was 
unable to touch down because 
there were so many survivors at 
the landing area.
Parts of Banyak island 
appeared to have sunk by up to 3 
feet, leaving some coastal homes 
inundated with sea water. Aceh 
province’s acting governor 
A/war Abubakar said. Despite 
previous reports, there were no 
confirmed deaths on the island, 
he said m telev ised comments.
Monday's 8.7-magnitude 
quake struck off Indonesia's 
Sumatra island, some 75 miles
north of Nias. The even-bigger 
quake that generated the region’s 
devastating tsunami on Dec. 26 
hit an area further northwest 
along the Sumatran coast.
The latest quake initially raised 
fears of another tsunami and sent 
people scrambling for high 
ground m several Indian Ocean 
countries lashed by December’s 
killer waves, but no big waves 
materialized.
North Sumatra Gov. Rizal 
Nurdin estimated that 1.000 
people died in the latest disaster, 
but officials feared the number 
could climb to 2.000. Bodies 
were still being discovered in the 
ruins of houses and shops on 
Wednesday and laid out in front 
of churches and mosques.
The confirmed death toll was 
put at 518. with 5(H) of those on 
Nias, according to United
Nations official Masood Hyder, 
following a survey by U N. staff.
Looting broke out in at least 
one location on Nias when men, 
women and children scrabbled 
through a two-story store and left 
with boxes of noodles, clothes 
and a television set.
“There is no water, electricity 
or rice. Things are getting tough, 
we have had no help so what can 
we do?” asked Mar/uki Tanjung.
who was not among the looters.
Audi Malarangeng, a 
spokesman for President Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono, said the 
president would visit Nias island 
on Thursday.
Indonesia “welcomes and is 
open to all kind of assistance, 
including help from foreign 
troops, to assist in the disaster 
zone.” Malarangeng told The 
Associated Press.
Australia and Japan were also 
planning military relief 
operations.
Japan said Wednesday it would 
send an II-member emergency 
medical team and $ 140.0(H) 
worth of blankets, generators, 
sleeping pads and tents. 
Australia dispatched two 
military transport planes with 
medical supplies, and diverted a 
transport ship to the new disaster 
zone.
U.N. agencies were trying to 
coordinate deliveries of food, 
fresh water and medical supplies 
by helicopter. The agencies have 
stockpiles of supplies in the 
region to help feed and care for 
survivors of the Dec. 26 quake 
and tsunami, which killed more 
than 126.000 on Sumatra and left 
about half a million homeless.
Gunung Sitoli’s main mosque 
was turned into a morgue for 21 
Muslim victims. At a makeshift 
clinic outside the mosque, 
volunteers were running out of 
supplies.
“I have not slept since the earth 
began to shake,” said Dr. Lucas 
Sapto, an Indonesian volunteer 
who was treating children with 
cuts on their faces.
At a Buddhist temple, about 20 
bodies were laid out in the 
tropical heat.
“We are waiting for a hearse. 
Once it comes, I can bury my 
daughter and two
grandchildren,” said Lukmin, a 
74-year-old Chinese Indonesian 
Buddhist, who. like many in this 
country, uses only one name.
Nias appeared to have borne 
the brunt of the quake, but 
details of casualties on 
neighboring islands were 
sketchy.
“We have to be careful in 
counting," said Budi Atmaji 
Adiputro, chairman of 
Indonesia’s Coordinating 
Agency for National Disaster 
Relief, adding. “We just have to 
count when we have seen the 
bodies.”
»
■\P Photo Suzanne Plunkett
City of ruins: Three boys v\*ilk with their father through the streets ruined by Monday's earthquake, Wednesday in Gunung Sitoli on Nias Island. Indonesia. About 
1,000 people were killed in this week's 8.7-magnitude quake that struck remote Nias island, the regional governor said Wednesday, adding that Indonesia would 
welcome toreign military help to rec over from its second big disaster in just over three months.
Sony ordered to pay $90.7 million
By Matthew Fordahl
Associated Press
SAN JOSE. Calif. - Sony 
Corp. has been ordered to pay 
$90.7 million and halt U.S. sales 
of PlayStation consoles for 
infringing on the patents of a 
company that develops and 
licenses touch-feedback
technology to enhance video 
game realism.
The trial judge granted a stay 
on the sales ban pending Sony's 
expected appeal.
San Jose-based Immersion 
Corp. sued Sony in 2002. 
claiming it violated two of its 
patents. A federal jury in 
Oakland decided in favor of 
Immersion in September and 
ordered Sony to pay $82 million 
in damages. On Thursday. U.S. 
District Judge Claudia Wilken 
affirmed the decision.
Wilken also granted a 
permanent injunction that would 
bar the manufacture, sale or 
import into the United States of 
any PlayStations, controllers and 
games that infringe on the two 
Immersion patents. Sony has 
already paid Immersion $7 
million in compulsory license 
payments ordered by the court
and will continue to do so each 
quarter barring a reversal or 
settlement agreement.
A Tokyo-based Sony official, 
speaking on condition of 
anonymity, said the company 
plans to appeal. He declined to 
give more details because the 
lawsuit is pending.
“We have always believed, and 
continue to 
believe, in the 
strength of our 
intellectual 
property,” 
immersion Chief 
Executive Victor 
Viegas said 
Monday. "We 
remain confident 
of our position in 
the appeals 
process."
San Jose-based 
Immersion was 
awarded far less 
than the $299 
million it sought in the suit 
against Sony Computer 
Entertainment and Sony 
Computer Entertainment 
America.
Immersion claimed Sony's 
PlayStation products infringed 
on patents related to “vibro- 
lactile” technologies that
simulate the sense of touch in 
videogame play. The suit 
specifically names the 
PlayStation consoles. Dual 
Shock controllers and 47 games.
In news releases last year. 
Sony claimed to have sold more 
than 27 million PlayStation2 
consoles in the United States, 
making it the No. 1 video game 
machine. Last 
week, it
launched a 
portable version, 
though Viegas 
said the new 
device does not 
appear to
infringe on 
Immersion 
patents.
In 2003, 
Immersion 
settled another 
patent dispute 
with Microsoft 
Corp.. the maker 
of the Xbox video game console. 
In the settlement, the software 
giant paid $26 million, including 
$6 million for a roughly 10 
percent stake in the company.
In an interview Monday. 
Viegas did not rule out a 
settlement with Sony, but said 
previous discussions have gone
"We have always 
believed, and continue 
to believe, in the 
strength of our 
intellectual property.”
VICTOR VIEGAS
IMMERSION 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Al'l’hnto Knji
Sony P<iy-$tation: lapanesc el« trunk s gi.i 
damages to Immersion Corp. over a patent infringement lawsuit related to a controller tor Sony's PlayStation consoles, the 
company said Monday.
lant Sony Coqr's video game unit has been ordered to pay $90.7 million in
/  Kla
nowhere.
"We had numerous discussions 
but none of them have ever 
yielded a settlement, resolution 
or a solution to our problem." he 
said.
He added the appeals process
could take 12 to 18 months.
Immersion, founded in 1993, 
holds more than 270 worldwide 
patents and has more than 280 
applications pending related to 
software and hardware that use 
so-called haptic technology. The
company also develops touch 
technology for use in medicine, 
automobiles and mobile phones.
Its shares jumped 96 cents, or 
more than 16 percent, to $6.71 in 
Monday afternoon trading on the 
Nasdaq Stock Market.
i
Secrets within: This image provided by the Yale Center for British Art show* the 
1773 oil painting by William Hodges, entitled "View in Pickersgill Harbour. 
Dusky Bay Sound, New Zealand," which is currently on temporary display at 
♦he Nc»* London, Conn., center Fxperts at the National Maritime Museum in 
Londr>n noticed that the painting was unusually thick in pla< ex and X-rayed it, 
discovering behind it the oldest Known painting ot Antarctica, painted during 
Captain lames Cook's exploration there
r
Mystery surrounds Antarctic oil painting
By Matt Apiizzo
Associated Press
NEW HAVEN. Conn - As 
art restorers in London 
inspected a 230-year-old 
painting by master landscape 
artist Thomas Hodges, they 
noticed the canvas was thicker 
in some areas than others.
Using an X-ray machine, they 
peered behind the lush greens 
of New Zealand and discovered 
the oldest known painting of 
Antarctica.
The X-ray revealed two 
icebergs. painted during 
Captain James Cook's historic- 
expedition below the Antarctic- 
circle. Until the National 
Maritime Museum in London 
made the discovery last year, 
historians believed that only 
sketches of the frozen continent 
had been produced.
t
“In the history of art. there’s 
nothing comparable." said 
Angus Trumble. curator at the 
Yale Center for British Art, 
where the Hodges painting and 
the accompanying X-ray are on 
temporary display for their only 
U.S. appearance.
The discovery ignited a 
discussion over why Hodges 
endured frigid temperatures, 
fog and wind to capture the first 
image of the frozen continent, 
only to paint over it months 
later.
Cook had set out in 1772 to 
discover "Terra Australis 
Incognita." the mythical 
southern continent. Hodges was 
aboard the HMS Resolution to 
document the voyage, on which 
Cook spent nearly four months 
circumnavigating Antarctica.
"It put the final nail in the 
coffin that there wasn’t a big 
land mass there suitable for
commercial exploitation." said 
Brian Sandford. head of the 
U.S. chapter of the Captain 
Cook Society.
Painting the polar landscape 
would have made sense, 
experts agree, as it had never 
been seen before. And forensic- 
analysis showed that Hodges 
took the time to complete the 
work. Yet when the Resolution 
left Antarctica and made its 
first stop in New Zealand. 
Hodges immediately turned on 
his iceberg canvas and painted 
his “View in Pickersgill 
Harbour. Dusky Bay Sound. 
New Zealand.”
One theory is that the brutal 
weather destroyed some of 
Hodges’ supplies, forcing him 
to reuse a canvas. Others 
suggest the bleak polar 
landscape didn't fit the popular 
style.
"Perhaps he said. Who paints
icebergs?”’ Isabel Stuebe, a 
Hodges biographer and scholar, 
said. “It wouldn’t have met the 
standards for classic landscape 
composition. There was 
nothing in the foreground. It 
was more of a record of 
something as a scene rather 
than an artistic composition.”
Or maybe four months in 
Antarctic waters, were enough 
to make Hodges want to erase 
the artistic record of such a 
perilous voyage.
“In a way, it’s very 
understandable for Hodges to 
immediately be determined to 
paint this lush safe haven of 
New Zealand," Trumble said.
The painting, which is part of 
the traveling exhibit "William 
Hodges. 1744 1797: The Art of 
Exploration," is on display at 
Yale until April 24. It then 
moves to the Auckland Art 
Gallery in New Zealand.
\
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SANTA CRUZ. Calif. (AP)
A jail inmate swallowed what 
could have been his key to 
freedom.
During a sweep of the high- 
security wing of County Jail, 
deputies discovered that inmate 
Jose Angel Juarez had swallowed 
a handcuff key. Lt. Craig Wilson 
said Juarez set otY the metal 
detector during a walkthrough 
screening.
At first, deputies weren’t sure 
what set oil the metal detector, but 
they knew it was in Juarez’s 
midsection, so he was taken for an 
X-ray. A 1 1/2-inch handcuff key 
could be seen in Juarez’s belly.
“It’s our belief that the inmate 
would be using this to escape from 
custody,” Wilson said.
Juarez. 29, is awaiting trial on 
felony charges of conspiracy, 
assault with a deadly weapon, 
kidnapping. robbery and 
carjacking, stemming from a Dec. 
18, 2003, robbery of Farm Fresh 
Produce.
His alleged partner in the 
robbery, Francisco Antonio 
Alvarado, 25, pleaded guilty in 
October to robbery, conspiracy, 
assault and receiving stolen 
property and was sentenced to 10 
years, four months in prison.
lt wasn’t known where Juarez 
got the handcuff key.
Deputies waited for the key to 
eventually emerge.
LA PINE. Ore. (AP) - A bit of 
the big city is coming to La Pine.
The town south of Bend is 
getting its first traffic light, 
according to Deschutes County
officials. But because of a land 
survey discrepancy, tin* light won’t 
be installed at the intersection of 
Huntington Road and First Street 
until next year.
“1 think the light is going to have 
a real impact... especially on 
people’s perceptions of La Pine," 
said Gary Judd, traffic engineer for 
Deschutes County. ”lat Pine is a 
very fust-growing area, and some 
people just don’t understand that 
it’s becoming a little city.”
Lai Pine is a rural town of about 
5.8(H) residents just under 30 miles 
south of Bend.
Four-way stop signs will be 
installed at the intersection this 
summer to address traffic 
problems until the stoplight is 
installed.
Patti Oatman, a receptionist at 
the La Pine Community Clinic — 
on the northeast comer of the 
intersection — said something 
needed to be done.
“It’s the worst spot ever." she 
said.
The county plans to w iden both 
Huntington Road and First Street 
to allow for left-turn lanes. But 
first, land survey discrepancies 
that were discovered in the 1970s 
must be resolved.
HOBART, lnd. (.AP) - While 
there’s nothing special about U.S. 
Postal Service workers being 
terrorized by dogs, the size of one 
here is raising eyebrows.
Mail carriers said they were 
recently unable to deliver mail to 
homes along a section of Guyer 
Street in this northwestern Indiana 
city because of a 4.5-pound
Chihuahua named Bobo.
i ik- link- Chihuahua wai 10- 
foot tall when he was on the 
street,” said Florence Page of the 
Hobart Humane Society, which 
picked up the dog twice for 
running loose. “It’s kind of 
comical, you know, but after a 
while it’s not any more."
She said there were no reports of 
the dog actually biting anyone, 
however.
Police have nonetheless ticketed 
the dog's owner, Vicki Sebcr. twice 
in recent weeks for violating a city 
ordinance requiring pet owners to 
keep their animals restrained.
Hobart police officer Ron 
Schalk said he had no option but to 
cite Seber for allowing the dog to 
run loose.
"The biggest thing 1 was 
concerned with is there were a lot 
of residents that week who 
couldn’t get their mail," he said. 
"The little Chihuahua was running 
around being aggressive and 
trying to bite people’s ankles"
FARGO. N.D. (AP) - Three 
men got into a lot of trouble when 
they appeared to have more spare 
change than they could handle.
The men. ages 18. 19 and 20. 
rolled a water cooler jug full of 
coins into a Union State Bank on 
Tuesday to cash in the money, 
police said. Inside was $1,800 
worth of coins.
"I don’t know how they got it 
out of the trunk." said Henry 
Wegter. the bank's vice president 
and branch manager.
The men couldn't lift the jug to 
the counter, so the bank gave them
bags to help get it to a coin sorter. 
Someone at the bank later cal let! 
police to tell them about the 
strange episode.
Police believe at least one of 
them stole the jug on Tuesday 
from a home.
The three men were arrested 
Wednesday in a parking lot. Inside 
the suspects’ vehicle, police found 
a handgun, ammunition, a small 
amount of cocaine and marijuana, 
said Lt. Tod Dahle.
ENTERPRISE. Ala. (AP) - A 
7-year-old who apparently wanted 
to play with friends couldn’t wait.
He drove oft in his father’s truck, 
eventually running it into a ditch 
before police officers managed to 
coax him out of the vehicle.
The boy was driving the big, 
dual-wheel truck erratically along 
Highway 27 when other drivers 
called police Thursday morning, 
saying they couldn’t see anyone 
behind the wheel.
The boy apparently got the keys 
while his father, who was not 
identified, was sleeping, and he 
was trying to drive to an Enterprise 
day care center, police said.
Capt. Mike Lolley said the boy 
w as near a convenience store when 
the vehicle swerved into a ditch.
The boy rolled up the windows 
and locked the doors as police 
approached. He pressed the gas 
pedal and the truck sent mud and 
dirt flying but didn't move.
Officers coaxed him out by 
telling the child they would take 
him to play with his friends, then 
took him to the police station.
GV Lanthorn SPORTS QUIZ
By Chris Rich creek
1. Name the three major-league 
pitchers who tossed perfect 
games during the 1980s.
2. Four players have recorded 
six consecutive 20-homer. 20- 
steal seasons. Name them.
3. It took Indianapolis’ Peyton 
Manning 78 games to reach the 
20.000-yard passing mark. 
Name the only quarterback to
need fewer games to do it.
4. Who is the all-time leading 
scorer in men’s basketball at the 
University of North Carolina?
5. Patrick Roy holds the record 
for the most goaltending 
victories in the Stanley Cup 
playoffs with 151. Who is 
second?
6. How many times was Dick 
Weber named the Bowling 
Writers Association of
America’s Bow ler of the Year?
7. Against whom was boxer 
Mike Tyson's first heavyweight 
title shot?
Answers
1. Len Barker of Cleveland in 
1981. Mike Witt of California in 
1984 and Tom Browning of 
Cincinnati in 1988.
2. Bobby Abreu. Barry Bonds. 
Bobby Bonds and Willie Mays.
3. Miami’s Dan Marino did it in 
74 games.
4. Phil Ford with 2,290 points.
5. Grant Fuhr with 92 victories.
6. Three times — 1961, 1963 
and 1965.
7. Trevor Berbick in 1986 — 
Tyson won in two rounds.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
On the tip of 
your tongue: 
Trivia test
By Fifi Rodriguez
1. GEOGRAPHY: Where are the 
Mayan ruins of Bonampak?
2. MYTHOLOGY: In Greek myth, 
what did the nymph Daphne 
change herself into?
3. MOVIES: What was the n;ime 
of Quint’s boat in the move
"Jaws”?
4 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: 
Which is the low est commissioned 
rank in the U.S. Army?
5. MATHEMATICS: Blaise Pascal 
and Pierre de Fermat are well- 
known for their w i>rk in w hat field?
6. LANGUAGE. What is 
something that is terrene?
7. TELEVISION: What city was 
the setting for TV’s “Cheers"’?
8. U.S. PRESIDENTS: Which 
president helped negotiate the 
Camp David Accord between 
Israel and Egypt?
9 INVENTIONS When were the 
first 33 1/3 rpm LP recordings 
made available commercially ’
10. LITERATURE: When did 
Jonathan Swift publish "Gulliver’s 
Travels”’
.Answers
1. Mexico
2. A tree
3. "Orca"
4. Second lieutenant
5. Laws of probability
6. Earthly
7. Boston
8. Jimmy Carter
9. 1948
10. 1726
(c) 2005 King Features S\nd. 
foe.
_____ King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Unit for Fermi
5 Chapel seat­
ing
8 Channel marker
12 Wash
13 Eggs
14 Arm bone
15 Begged
16 Gambler’s 
escort?
18 Write illegibly
20 Super Bowl 
XXXIX team
21 Ear-piercing
23 Shell-game 
item
24 Cole Porter’s 
regretful one
28 Impale
31 Pismire
32 Underworld 
boss?
34 Bambi’s aunt 53 Caustic solu­ 7 Test the cape
35 Cozy and tion waters 30 Sheepish
warm 54 Yale alumni 8 Protrusions remark?
37 Barry 55 Fax 9 Howled 33 Slender
Humphries’ 56 Started 10 Formerly 36 Actor
alter ego 57 “Auld Lang -" 11 Tibetan herd Depardieu
39 Bottom line 17 Pie-hole 38 Hosts
41 Unwanted e- DOWN 19 Unfinished fur­ 40 Bill
mail 1 Austrian niture? 42 Iowa city
42 Off the hght peaks 22 Prima donnas 43 Rescue
path 2 Aftershave 24 More, to 44 Holler
45 Audience’s application Manuel 46 Paris airport
outcry 3 Finished 25 Hostel 47 Picnic spoiler#
49 Porridge pre- 4 Awards 26 Action-film 48 Existence, toJ r
parer 5 Contaminated workers Caesart
51 Historic times 6 Longoria of 27 Had a silly 50 Sailor’s assent
52 Eternally "Desperate smile
Housewives" 29 Massachusetts
© 2005 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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Moments in time
Tift History Oiannfj
• (>!n April 1?. 1861. the Civil
W\ begins when Confederate
sixire h utet ic•s undei Gen. P.G.T.
Beuuicgurd t >pen fire on Union
lidId Fort Sumlei in South
ltdurn’s Quirleston Bay. Three
da Inter. 1 resident \brah.ini
Liticoln ismik »J a proclamation
k %1111 in g for /5.1HH) volunteer
Mil die■rs to quell tlx* Southern
re\ non
• 11 \ |%| i 11 15. 1912. at 2:20
a.rIV, tlit. British ocean linet
amic sink,s into the North
\t!iai)'tic Oce in after striking .in
g (list hours earlier. More
in 1.5(H) of the 2.2(H)
nget s aiml • tew went down
w tlill t he slur oi froze to death in
the icn water
• On vpul 16. 1926. the first
Book -o4 tlie Month Club
scleetic i is distributed. The
select in Lolly Willows" by
L end Warner, went to
ne.ii 1) \ * • i mlviN who had
joined t he New Yoik City club.
• On . \pi il 1 i. Il)s 1. in perhaps 
-t •nous civilian-military
con ft on in L.S. history.
P zvili : ! i Truman relieves
. i Vi MacArthui of
it11.1 laud ■ i l S forees in Korea.
The firing of MacArthnr set oft a 
bi lot uproar among the American 
public, but Truman remained 
committed to keeping the conflict 
in Korea a "limited war."
• On April 17. I%4, on the first 
day of the New York World's Fair 
in Flushing. Queens, Ford 
introduces the Mustang, which 
would go on to become one of 
Ford’s best selling models of all 
time. The base price for the 
Mustang was just $2,368. but 
buyers purchased an average of 
$1,000 worth of options.
• On April 14. 1986. the United 
States launches air strikes against 
I ibya in retaliation for the Libyan 
sfxmsorship of terrorism against 
\mcrican troops and citizens. 
More than 1(H) I S. An Force and 
Navy aircraft took part in the raid.
• ()n April 13. 1997. in Augusta. 
(Ta.. 21-year-old Tiger Woods 
wins the prestigious Masters 
Tournament by a record 12 
strokes Woods was encouraged 
from infancy by his father for a 
career in golf, and at age 2. he 
teed off against comedian Mob 
Hope on television’s “Mike 
Douglas Show.”
(c) 2005 hint; Features Syiul., 
Inc.
All suite hotel with full kitchens in every room 
Complementary Hot Breakfast Daily
v Dinner (Monday through Thursday) 
Free high speed internet access
Approximately 10 miles from GVSU 
Offer GVSU Preferred Rates- Ask for Details,
“A!! suites.
.• it ■ all the comforts.”
3451 Rivertown Point Ct. 
(616) 538-1100 
(800) 331-3131 
www.marriott.corn/grrrw
. inn by Marriott- Grandville
What's on tap: Events Calendar
• 6:(X) FM — Rock Against Rape 
at Cook Carillon Tower
llwrMlay. March 31
• 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM - Pew 
Campus Community Mltxxl Drives 
at Devos Building C Project Center 
or 357 CHS
• 11:50 AM to 2:(X) PM - Cesar 
Chavez March and Celebration at 
the Zumherge Library entrance
• 12:30 PM to 2:00 PM - "If not 
Affirmative Action, What?" 
presentation bv Dr. Jose J. Soto at 
the Kirkhof Center RM 250
• 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM - 
Studying W ith ADHD at 204 STU
•0:00 PM - 12-Step Men Only 
Recovery Meeting at the Cook- 
DeWitt Center Conference rtxnn
• 6:(H> PM — 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at CDC Conference 
room
• 6:00 PM — 12-Step Women 
Only Recovery Meetings at the 
Women's Center
• 7:30 PM — Women’s History 
Month Keynote Speaker- Paula 
Gunn Allen at Kirkhof Rm 250
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
National Treasure at the Kirkhof 
Centei
Friday. April 1
• 9:(X) AM to 12:00 PM - Rat 
Race Relaxer: Your Potential & 
Hie Maze of Life at I )evos 119 E
• 3:00 PM 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at 104 Kirkpatrick 
Living Center
• 3:00 PM - GVSU Softball 
hosts Saginaw Valley State 
University at FH North Softball 
Field 3
• 7:30 PM to 11:00 PM - “Big 
Love” by Charles Mee at Louis 
Armstrong Theatre
• 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM - Laker 
Late Night at Kirkhof Center
• 9:00 PM to 1:00 PM - 
“Karaoke At The Valley" at Lower 
Kirkhof Center 05 i
• 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM - An 
April Fool's Dance |ballroom 
dancing | at Kirkhof Rm 051
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
National Treasure at the Kirkhof 
Center
Saturday. April 2
• 8:00 AM to 5:(X> PM 
R.I.C.E. Conference at Loosemore 
Auditorium
• 12:00 PM - GVSU Baseball 
hosts The University of Findlay at 
HI Baseball Field
• 1:00 PM - GVSU Softball 
hosts Northwood University at FH 
North Softball Field 3
• 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
VOLUNTEER: GVSU Student 
and Senior [citizen's] Prom at 
Kirkhof Rm 250
• 7:30 PM to 9:30 PM - BIG 
LOVE-Ancient Greek comedy at 
Performing Arts Center LAT
• 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM - Laker 
Late Night at Kirkhof Centei
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
National Treasure at the Kirkhof 
Center
• 0:00 AM GVSU Men's 
Lacrosse Vs Grove City at Fields 
north of Laker Village
• 12:00 PM - GVSU Baseball 
hosts The University of Findlay at 
FH Baseball Field
• 1:00 PM - GVSU Softball 
hosts Lake Superior State 
University at FH North Softball 
Field 3
• 2:(X) PM to 4 (H) PM - BIG 
LOVE at Performing Arts Center 
LAT
. 4:(H) PM - GVSU Men's 
Lacrosse Vs U of M Dearborn at 
Fields north of Liiker Village
• 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM - United 
Methodist Student Fellowship 
gathering at Kirkhof Rm 004
• 7:00 PM to I0:(X) PM - 
Student Employee Appreciation 
Days Bowling Tournament at 
Fairlanes
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Napoleon Dynamite at the Kirkhof 
Center
• X:(K) AM to 5:00 PM 
Appreciate Your Student 
Employee Day
• 11:00 AM to I2:(X) PM - 
Overcoming Test Anxiety at 204 
STU
• 3:(X> I’M 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at 103 Kirkpatrick 
Living Center
• 4:(H) PM to 5:00 PM - Career 
Expo (Career l air) Preparation 250 
Kirkhof Center
•8 (H) PM to 10:00 PM - Small 
Jazz Combos at Sherman Van 
Solkema Recital Hall. PAC
• 9:(K) PM — Spotlight 
Productions Weekly Meeting at 
Kirkhof Rm 215/216
• 10(H) PM - FREE FILM: 
Napoleon Dynamite at the Kirkhof
(fetter
Tuesday. April 5
• 8:00 AM to X:(X) PM 
Student Employee Discount at 
UBS
• I2:(X> PM to 1:00 PM 
Career Expo (Career Fair) 
Preparation Pere Marquette - 
Kirkhof Center Rm 204
• 1:30 PM to 3:30 PM 
IX'Ntxiyer Chevrolet recruiting for 
Sales Consultants on Pew Campus 
121B Devos Center
• 6:(X) PM — 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at CDC' Conference 
txxrrn
• 6:(H) PM - GVSU Men's 
Lacrosse Vs Calvin at Fields north 
of Laker Village
• 9:15 PM - Coffeehouse: 
laical Bands Acoustic at Kirkhof 
112 Lounge
• l():(H) PM - FREE FILM: 
Napoleon Dynamite at the Kirkhof 
Center
Wednesday. April 6
• 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM - Hot 
IXig Roast at CYxik Carillon Plaza 
and University Club -Pew
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM - Arts at 
Noon Series. Mind's Eye Jazz 
Quartet at Cook DeWitt Center
• 4:00 PM - GVSU Baseball 
hosts Calvin College at FH 
Baseball Field
• 4:(H) PM — The Trial of 
Marriage? At Performing Arts 
Center LAT
• 5:30 PM to 7:00 PM
Professionals of Color Lecture 
Series: “bea** Shawanda.
motivational speaker at Kirkhof 
Rm 250
• 0:00 PM — 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at ('DC Conference
• 7:(M) PM — Phenomenal 
Women’s Reception at Alumni 
House
• 9:(X) PM to 10:00 I’M - Relay 
For I ife Team Captain's Meeting at 
Loutit Lecture Hall 103
• 9:00 PM to 11:00 PM - 
Amnesty International and Co­
sponsors Present "The T;ike" at 
Kirkhof Rm 215/216
• I0:(X) PM - FREE FILM: 
Napoleon Dynamite at tlx* Kirkhof 
Center
FREE Pregnancy Testing
awesome
Op lions (616) 667-2200
preiiw;* support molt* ^ *
567 Baldwin in Jenison (across from Meijer/Fazoli's) 
MAT 2 - 5 PM, W 10 - 1 PM, TH 6 - 9 PM
A U sewice* fr e& £r confidential
www. awesomeoptions. com
Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes 616-895-6678
www.campusviewhousing.com
10235-95 42nd Avenue 
Allendale, Michigan 49401
est value for GVSU students
Great housing without blowing your budget
i onvenient parking and just a few steps from campus
In a beautiful arbor-like setting
“ 3,9 or 12 month lease *
hull Bath & Shower • Fully Furnished • Air Conditioning • Cable TV • DSL 
Recreation Room [Billiard Tables] • Modern Kitchen Appliances 
Swimming Pool • Same day maintenance for anyreasonable request
/ \ A ' ,
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MARKETPLACE GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students 
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $4 
minimum charge, then 15 cents per 
additional word, payable in 
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize 
or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word. 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra.
Deadline is 10 a m Monday for that 
week's issue.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or 
leave a message on our after- 
hours answering machine. Fax 
number is 616-331-2465. Office 
hours: 9-4, Monday through
Friday.
Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom 
reserves the right to edit or reject 
any advertisement at any time and 
to place all advertisements under 
proper classification.
Advertising
Classifications
Automotive
Birthdays 
Employment 
For Sale 
Housing 
Lost & Found 
Miscellaneous 
Notices 
Personals 
Roommates 
Services 
Wanted
Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20 
words, $6 minimum charge, then 
20 cents per additional word, 
payable in advance. To boldface, 
italicize or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Classified display rate is $8.75 per 
column inch.
Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classified 
advertising is at noon on Monday; 
classified display advertising 
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring 
or send your copy to the Grand 
Valley Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in 
advance, thank you, until credit is 
established.
BIRTHDAYS
Wish your fnend a happy day. Tell the 
world for just $3.00 (student pnang). 
Stop by the Lanthom office, 100 
Commons, for more details, (tf)
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDERS WANTED $250/day 
potential. No expenence necessary. 
Training provided Age 18* okay Call 
800-965-6520 ext. 226 (4/28)
Looking for a summer job? North 
America’s College Painter is hinng. 
Hours and pay are excellent. Contact 
Andrew at 821-3603 (4fl)
Mystery Shoppers needed to work at 
local establishments. No exp 
required/training provided, multiple 
positions FT/PT. Up to $19/Hour Call 
1-800-724-2078 (4/7)
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Summer therapy camp for children 
with physical disabilities. Positions 
available for counselors, waterfront, 
nature/arts & crafts/recreation 
instructors, nurses, therapists, food 
service, & auxiliary. Must be 
enthusiastic, responsible, & love 
children. June 12-August 7. Salary, 
room & board, & expenence of lifetime 
provided For application & information 
contact Bay Cliff Health Camp, PO. 
Box 310, Big Bay, Ml 49808, 
(906)345-9314, BayCliffHC@aol com 
Visit us at www baycliff org (3/31)
SUMMER IN MINE Males and 
Females, Meet new friends! 
Travel! Teach your favonte activity: 
Tennis, Swim, Canoe, Sail, Water 
ski, Kayak. Gymnastics, Nanny, 
Silver Jewelry, Ropes, Costumer, 
Office, copper Enameling, English 
Riding, Land sports and more. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls: 1- 
800-997-4347,
www.tnpplakecamp.com. (4/7)
For Sale: Fully furnished mobile 
home 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, AC, all 
appliances, storage shed, and newly 
updated interior Located less than 2 
miles from campus. Access to 
clubhouse and community pool More 
space, more pnvacy, and less money 
than on campus and townhouse living 
$4995 OBO. Call Amy at 616-437- 
3389 (4/7)
Huge 5 bedroom 2 bath home, great 
condition, $ 1200/month. Call Kyle 
Zimpleman at 318-4728 (4/7)
7 bedroom, 3 bath, 3 kitchen, on site 
laundry, washer/dryer provided, within 
walking distance from downtown 
campus, minutes from expressway, off 
street parking. $ 1750/month plus 
utilities, 262-0660 (4/7)
Roommate Wanted: 3 bedroom 
11/2 bathroom home with laundry, 
internet, fireplace, and finished 
basement Close to downtown 
and Grand Valley in a quiet NW 
subdivision just 2 blocks West of 
Covell off Lake Michigan Dnve 
Utilities included $325.00 per 
month. Call 616-291-2490 (3/31)
minimum 4 occupants. Contact 
Christian @ 616-575-6989 or 
616-745-3099 for immediate 
walk through HURRY, WON'T 
LAST LONG. (4/7)
RENTERS DREAM HOME * 
LOCATION, LOCATION. 
LOCATION* GREAT HOUSE 
BETWEEN GVSU AND 
DOWNTOWN AT LMD & 
WILSON. 4+ bedroom, 2 hill 
baths, jacuzzi tub, finished 
basement, all kitchen 
appliances, new carpet, paint, 
2100 square feet, 14x 16 deck, 
wooded behind home for
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS! 
Earn $15-$125 and more per 
survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com (4/28)
Summer Employment - College Pro is 
now hiring Painters and Job Site 
managers: Earn $10 to 11/hr. with 
bonus, work outside with other 
students, many positions are available 
throughout your state. Apply online at 
www.collegepro.com or call us at 1- 
888-277-9787 (4/28)
HOUSING
JENISON TOWNHOUSE, 2
Bedroom. 1 1/2 Baths, Washer/Dryer, 
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 667- 
1210,454-0754.457-3158 (4/28)
Sharp 3 bedroom home, 1 block from 
downtown GV, $750/month Call Kyle 
Zimpleman at 318-4728 (4/7)
For Rent: Off campus housing, Large 
5 bedroom, 5 minutes from Allendale 
campus, Available in May. For more 
info call 895-6873 or 690-3013 (4/7)
Fully furnished 1 bedroom apartments 
includes all utilities, free high speed 
internet, 24 hour fitness center, 
laundry facilities, complimentary hot 
breakfast daily, and dinner (Monday 
through Thursday) Call 616-538-1100 
X900S or email
knsta.vantol@mamot.com for more 
details. (3/31)
For Rent: Off campus housing, 1 
bedroom house, 5450/month, 5 
minutes from Allendale campus. 
Available in May. For more info call 
895-6873 or 690-3013 (4/7)
FOR RENT: HERITAGE HILL, 235 
Oakley Place NE, 4 bedroom/2bath, 
$995 per month ♦ deposit & utilities 
No pets HERITAGE HILL, 603 Union 
SE (duplex), 3 bedroom/1 bath, 
$1,150 per month ♦ deposit & utilities 
No pets. Call 616437-2164 (4/14)
FOR RENT: WEALTHY THEATRE 
HISTORICAL DISTRICT, 832 Wealthy 
SE Duplex. 2 bedroom/1 bath Upstairs 
unit, $565 per month ♦ utilities 
NORTHEAST, 601 Leonard NE. 2
THE PEACE CORPS,
com* to an info mooting:
THURS.. APRIL 14, NOON T01 PM 
PEW CAMPUS. LOOSEMORE AUDITORIUM 
122E DEVOS CENTER
Has your computer 
been running slow?
DOBISOFT finds and eliminates spyware, 
adware and viruses.
Wo havo 20 yoars of oxporionco In homo 
and business sy atoms
Wo only provido onslto sorvlco for your 
convonlooco $60 an hour 
$30 for additional hours
Our softwaro Is loft on your computor 
to provont futuro proboms
- j.ft off*™ a *p**dy solution at a groat value for all our 
buainass and horn# computer laauaal 
HoMssa HMon-Ownor of Z* Hok Solon
Computer Consultation 
Allendale, Michigan
* 616-260-0562 ’
bedroom/1 bath lower unit, $795 per 
month ♦ deposit & utilities. No Pets 
NORTHEAST, 601 Leonard NE, 2 
bedroom/1 bath upper unit, $550 per 
month ♦ deposit & utilities No Pets 
Call 616437-2164 (4/14)
Large 4 bedroom house for rent, great 
area, washer/dryer hookup, off street 
parking, $ 1000/montti Call 616447- 
2610(4/14)
2 bedroom/1 bath apartment, located 
2.5 miles from GVSU Coin-op 
laundry, $510/month includes water 
and sewer, 50% discount on first 
month's rent. Available in June. Call 
616-399-2269 (4/7)
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath home, 
$ 1300/month, Near East Grand 
Rapids. Offering student discount Call 
446-6929 (4/7)
Great Student Homes. 2-5
Bedroom Houses. Remodeled 
throughout GR. $800- 
$ 1200/month. 913-9004 or
www.amer1can-realty.net (4/21)
Large 3 bedroom apartment North 
West side, minutes from downtown. 
$735/month utilities included 262- 
0660. (3/31)
Mobile home for sale! Located 
minutes from campus in Allendale 
Meadows 2 bedroom, 1 bath, AC, all 
appliances included, big yard & 
neighborhood pool. Pets allowed. 
$3499 O.BO Needs to Sell. Call 
Julie @ 231-578-1925 or 231-638- 
6705 Leave a message. (5/13)
3 bedroom, 2 bath in Walker, partially 
finish basement. $ 1250/month, call 
262-0660 for more info. (3/31)
WANTED: 1 sub-leaser for over 
the summer Nice dean affordable 
townhouse. Washer/Dryer, 
dishwasher, own bedroom, and 
own bathroom. Call Laura at 517- 
422-7193 or Chnsti at (248) 798- 
3147(tf)
Large 3 bedroom 2 bathroom house in 
Standale, minutes from campus, 
$1100/month. 262-0660. (3/31)
Take a tour of our website and find 
your new college home. 
www.american-realty.net 913-9004.
(401)
Jenison Duplex for rent with FREE 
INTERNET- Immaculate and beautiful 
3 bedrooms. 2 full bathrooms, 1600 
sq. feet duplex with NEUTRAL 
COLORS, large kitchen, spadous 
living room, large laundry room, single 
stall finished garage, large office, 
brand new berber carpet, partially 
fenced wooded backyard, wooden
deck, freshly painted walls, ceramic 
tile, large storage space, 2-story, on 
quiet cul-de-sac. FREE HIGH­
SPEED INTERNET! Located less 
than 2 miles from 1-196 & 44th Street. 
All appliances induded (even washer 
& dryer). No smoking and no pets. 
Ready for immediate move-in. Rent is 
$ 850/month. Secunty Deposit is 
$850.00. Utilities not induded (except 
water). Call Matt (616) 291-1887. 
(4/21)
LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for the 
first insertion!! 25 words maximum. 
Email lanthom@gvsu.edu
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tired or stressed out? Beauticontrol 
offers spa-quality skin care products at 
a fraction of the price! Book your spa 
escape today! Call Kelly Nieuwbeerta, 
Beauticontrol consultant at 895-6756 
(4/14)
ATTENTION SCIENCE TEACHERS! 
A must have for the 1st year sdence 
teacher! Full year of state objective 
based lesson plans from GVSU grad.
This is the biggest time saving 
investment you can make your 1st 
year! Lessons come equipped with 
multiple supplemental materials 
including general dassroom structure 
ideas, extra credit assignments, 
instructional style models- all 
organized by topic. $100 for 11 
months/thousands of hours of 
planning done for you. Call (616)240- 
3163 (4/7)
Moving Home? Ship your 
things with Pak Mail. Boxes, 
suitcases, furniture- We can 
handle it all! 10% off w/ this 
coupon! Call 531-9790, or stop in 
at 4370 Chicago Dr. SW 
Grandville. (4/28)
Extra Graduation Tickets?? Please 
call Rachel 856-0860. (tf)
NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may 
involve a charge for phone calls, 
booklets, information, CODs, etc. 
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
Does your registered student 
organization have a speaker, 
fundraiser or other event coming up? 
The Lanthom would love to know 
about it. Come to our office located at 
100 Commons and fill out a press 
release form.(tf)
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a 
friend good luck. Lift someone's spirit. 
Put it in writing. Make it public. 
Lanthom Personals are a great way to 
let someone know you care. Call 616- 
331-2460 for more information.(tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The 
Lanthom is seeking essays, very short 
stories and opinion columns that relate 
to campus issues and themes. Humor 
pieces especially wanted. E-mail the 
editor at editorial@lanthom.com (tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthom editorial 
staff appreciates your news tips and 
story ideas. Please help us make 
news available to the public. E-mail 
your tip to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
FREE FOOD! | DJ by m Next Up^ 
Karaoke
9pm-lam
Contest: lOpm-Midnight
^PRIZES
IsHlOO
2nd
3rd
Places
I Sponsored by: Men’s Rugby-Student Life Fund-Laker Late Night
Homes for Rent
Manufactured Homes 
Starting at $495 per month
Featured Home:
Ready to move into brand new home on outside lot. 
3 bedroom, 2 bath in KnollwooJ $695 
Special $250 security deposit until 4 l -05 
Call Susan at Sun Homes 616.895.6684
At Allendale Meadows 
& Knollwood Estates
I-qu.il HowoMy* Oj'fvm.Mify, Allaf'i'ln.wt, HMul *1)ni/uttea rental appluittfaii .in./ he ,if>pivir,l /or, oumiiiniiv roulency.
Close to Campus 
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths 
All Kitchen Appliances 
Washer/Dryer 
Central Air 
(1,200-1,500 Square ft.)
 iPmrMlirwfV rohlency.
11400 Boyne Blvd. Allendale Ml 40401 Best Deal III Town! www.suncommuntties.com
if*
PLEASE NOTE: If chosen you must 
be available Monday, April 11th 
from 7:OOam to 5:OOpm.
/
i- t| _ 1
f
MODEL CALL ^ +
PROGRESSIVE
EDUCATION HAIR SHOW
DATE: Sunday, ApriM 0th 
TIME: 10:00am 
LOCATION: DeVos Place
Grand Rapids, Ml
(Meet in Grand Gallery)
Feel like you need a change?
We are holding a model call for opur upcoming Hair Show. 
Our fabulous artists are looking for hip women and men 
for haircuts, color services, updo’s and much more.
i •
i
DeVos Place (Meet in Grand Gallery) 
303 Monroe Ave.. NW, Grand Rapids, Ml 
616.742.6600 for directions
1
Just think....... you will have a
great look at no chyge to you! E
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